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PART 1 – INVITATION AND SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS  

 

1.1 Invitation to Respondents 
 

This non-binding Request for Standing Offers (“RFSO”) is an invitation by Kinetic GPO 
(“Kinetic”) to interested suppliers to qualify for the opportunity to sign a standing offer 
agreement for the supply of Learning Management Software Systems to Kinetic members 
(“GPO Members” or “Members”) as further described in Exhibit A (Statement of Work) 
to this RFSO. 

 
The intent of this solicitation is to establish one or more contracts that include a 
comprehensive product offering with one or more suppliers that can accommodate a 
nationwide demand for supply of Learning Management Software Systems and to fulfill 
obligations as suppliers to GPO Members as further specified herein.   

The purpose of this RFP process is to: 
 

(a) Obtain the highest quality goods and or services from a safe, efficient and reliable 
Supplier; at the best overall value 

(b) Provide Customers accesses to a suite of goods and services; and, 

(c) Provide Customers professional and timely customer service and 

account management 

Each contract shall be based on the Master Agreement, a draft of which is attached as 
Exhibit B, (“Master Agreement”) that includes the terms of the Standing Offer 
Agreement. It is Kinetics’ intention to contract with at least one supplier and, if deemed to 
be in the best interest of Kinetics’ Members, Kinetic may contract with more than one 
supplier. Each Master Agreement shall be for a term of three (3) years plus two (2) 
optional years. 
 
Where Kinetic contracts with more than one supplier, Members will purchase from these 
contracts based upon an evaluation of which contract best meets that Member’s 
operational requirements.  The evaluation may be a function of the breadth of service 
offerings in the contract, and other factors relevant in the contract to operational 
effectiveness and efficiency and competitiveness 
 
Suppliers’ pricing must remain fixed for the term of each Master Agreement unless 
otherwise specified in Exhibit E (Financial Proposal Requirements). 
 

1.2 Background and RFSO Summary 

• Kinetic was established in 2016 to provide its private and public-
sector Members with greater value for money in purchasing by (a) 
leveraging their collective purchasing power and offer a 
comprehensive choice of collaboratively sourced and competitively 
priced products and services through its Marketplace, the goal of 
which is to generate savings, choice and service for its Customers 
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and (b) enhancing their operational efficiencies in purchasing and 
contract management by supporting customers’ access and use of 
Kinetic agreements through analysis, reporting and the 
development of tools, guides, and other materials; 

 
• Effectively managing supplier contract performance while 

harnessing expertise and innovative ideas, to drive continuous 
improvements through a Supplier Relationship Management 
program; 

Kinetic GPO now has members across Canada from modest 
beginnings, we have been able to increase our organic membership 
by 24.8% from Jan 2019 to Dec 2019 and a further 45% growth from 
Jan 2020 to Dec 2020. Kinetic GPO is specifically designed to provide 
value to the MASH and Broader Public Sector entities with eligible 
membership and trade compliant agreements covering a wide range 
of goods and services.  Our members include all Cities, Towns, 
Villages and Rural Municipalities, Municipal Organizations, Schools 
and School Boards, Universities and Colleges, Non-Profits, First 
Nations Communities, and Organizations, Hospitals and Health 
Authorities, Long Care Facilities, Airports, Local Authorities, Park 
Boards, Police and Fire Commissions, Religious Organizations and all 
publicly funded entities and governments. For more information on 
Kinetic GPO please visit www.kineticgpo.ca.   

 
Each of our competitions, contracts and subsequent programs are drafted in Canada by 
Canadian procurement professionals who have a deep understanding of the various 
Trade Agreements which affect the Canadian public sector. The programs we create are 
solely for use in Canada.  Kinetic GPO actively manages contracts throughout their 
term. We monitor key performance indicators, as well as provide ongoing education 
for suppliers to ensure they are operating in compliance with the terms and conditions 
of the contract. Contracts comply with Canadian trade agreements, the Canadian 
Free Trade Agreement (CFTA), as well as the Broader Public Sector (BPS) 
Procurement Directive and regional trade agreements 
 Kinetic intends to execute a Master Agreement with the successful bidder(s) 
(“Respondent(s)”). Each Master Agreement will include the terms of the standing offer 
agreement (“Standing Offer Agreement”) that serves as the basis for the purchase of 
products or services by GPO Members.  

Only submissions (“Proposals”) submitted by the Submission Deadline (set out 
below) will be evaluated. The evaluation of Proposals shall be done in accordance 
with the evaluation process as set out in this RFSO.  

Based on the evaluation of Proposals, the highest ranked Respondent(s) will be invited 
to enter into negotiations based on the negotiable terms of the Master Agreement which 
agreement will, when signed, govern the relationship between Kinetic and the Supplier(s) 
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and establish the Standing Offer Agreement.  For greater certainty, Kinetic will not 
entertain any changes to the non-negotiable terms of the Master Agreement after the 
Deadline for Questions unless an addendum has been issued in accordance with section 
3.2.2 and prior to the Submission deadline. 

Following the execution of the Master Agreement by Kinetic and the successful 
Respondent (s), (the “Supplier”), the Standing Offer Agreement will be made available 
to the GPO Members for Supply of Learning Management Software Systems from Supplier(s).  
Kinetic will actively promote and market Supplier’s offering as part of Kinetics’ promotional 
activities among its existing and future GPO Members across Canada.   

1.3 Kinetic GPO Contracts Offers Competitive Advantages 
 

Securing a contract with Kinetic GPO offers suppliers a significant competitive advantage 
in the Canadian market. 
 
Kinetic is constantly communicating with its Canadian Members to raise awareness of 
potential purchase opportunities available through Kinetics’ competitively tendered 
contracts.  
 
Contracted suppliers’ profiles are raised with both existing and potential Members through 
Kinetics’ participation in various conferences, through Kinetic marketing material and 
through mail and email campaigns, webinars, onsite training sessions and learning 
workshops. In 2019 alone, Kinetic attended 27 conferences, 10+ supplier kick off 
meetings, 10+ National Training / Webinar calls and 3+ connect events. 
 
In addition to raising the profile of contracted suppliers among Kinetic Members and 
potential Members, Kinetic assists suppliers with navigating the world of group buying 
and to generate business opportunities within that world as follows: 
 

• Upon contract execution, Kinetic will announce the award and purchase 
opportunities to its Members.  
 

• Kinetic will organize a kick-off meeting between Kinetic and the successful supplier 
to provide an orientation on how to leverage the opportunities afforded by having 
a contract with Kinetic.  

 

• During the term of the contract, Kinetic remains available to help educate supplier’s 
sales force on the contract with a view to equipping the sales force with the tools 
needed to generate business opportunities within Kinetics membership.  

 

• Kinetic also works with supplier’s marketing team to develop joint marketing 
collateral that can be used to promote the contract to Members.   
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• Kinetic helps facilitate introductions to Members who are interested in knowing 
more about supplier’s goods and services and potentially purchasing the goods 
and services. 

 
All of these efforts offer successful suppliers a significant competitive advantage and 
unique opportunity to increase sales within the Canadian market.  
 

1.4 RFSO Contact 
For the purposes of this procurement process, for all questions, the “RFSO 
Contact” is:   
LouAnn Birkett 
lbirkett@kineticgpo.ca 

Respondents and their representatives are not permitted to contact any employees, 
officers, agents, or other representatives of Kinetic, other than the RFSO Contact, 
concerning matters regarding this RFSO. Failure to adhere to this rule may result in the 
disqualification of the Respondent and the rejection of the Respondent’s Proposal. 

1.5 RFSO Timetable 

Issue Date of RFSO Friday December 17th 2021 

Deadline for Questions Friday January 15th 2022 

Deadline for Issuing Addenda Friday January 22nd 2022 

Submission Deadline Friday February 11th 2022 4PM EST 

Rectification Period 14 Business Days 

Anticipated Execution of Master 
Agreement 

Friday April 1st 2022 

The RFSO timetable is tentative only and may be changed by Kinetic at any time upon 
notice.  

For greater clarity, business days means all weekdays that Kinetic is open for business 
in the Province of Ontario and excludes statutory holidays normally observed by private 
sector organizations in Ontario.1.5 Submission of Responses 

1.5.1 Responses to be submitted at the Prescribed Location 
 

All Proposals must be uploaded to Bonfire –
https://kineticgpo.bonfirehub.ca/portal/?tab=openOpportunities by the closing date and 
time. 

1.5.2 Responses to be submitted on Time 

Only Proposals received on or before the Submission Deadline set out in the RFSO 
Timetable will be evaluated.   

Respondents are cautioned that the timing of their Proposal submission is based on when 
the Proposal is received, not when the Proposal is submitted by a Respondent.  Loading 

https://kineticgpo.bonfirehub.ca/portal/?tab=openOpportunities
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large documents may take significant time, depending on the size of the file(s) and your 
Internet connection speed. Respondents are advised to allocate sufficient time to upload 
documents and finalize their submissions prior to the Submission Deadline. 

1.5.3 Responses to be submitted in Prescribed Manner 
 
Respondents should organize their submission into the following files and upload each 
file individually.  
 

File Name 

Response Document  

Market Basket Pricing  

Insurance Document 

Form 1 – Mandatory Submission 
Form 

Exhibit B – Master Agreement 
with Respondent responses – 
optional submission 

Exhibit D – Reference Form 

Exhibit G - List of Subcontractor 
Consultants 

 

The objective of the technical restrictions set out herein are to ensure electronic systems 
used in accepting Proposals are capable of doing so. Respondents are solely and 
exclusively responsible for ensuring their submissions satisfy the requirements. 

Each file has a maximum allowable upload size of 100 MB.  

Documents are not to be embedded within uploaded files or hyperlinks, as they will 
not be looked at or evaluated 

Any additional literature or catalogues to be submitted as a separate attachment and not 
attached to your proposal submission. 

Please contact the RFSO Contact named above for technical questions related to 
submitting your Proposal documents. 

1.5.4 Amendment of Responses 

Respondents may edit their Proposals prior to the Submission Deadline in accordance 
with the instructions provided in the RFSO.  Kinetic will not accept or evaluate any edits 
to Proposals after the Submission Deadline except as expressly set out in this RFSO. 
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1.5.5 Withdrawal of Responses  

At any time throughout the RFSO process until the execution of a Master Agreement, a 
Respondent may withdraw a submitted Proposal.  

Prior to the Submission Deadline, Respondents may withdraw their Proposal in 
accordance with the instructions provided in the electronic bidding system. 

To withdraw a Proposal after the Submission Deadline, a notice of withdrawal must be 
sent to the RFSO Contact and must be signed by an authorized representative of the 
Respondent.  

[End of Part 1] 

PART 2 – EVALUATION AND SELECTION PROCESS 

 

2.1 Stages of Evaluation 

Kinetic will conduct the evaluation of Proposals submitted by the Submission Deadline in 
the following stages:   

2.2 Stage I – Mandatory Submission Requirements  

Kinetic will review the Proposals to determine whether the mandatory requirements set 
out in Exhibit C (Evaluation Process) to this RFSO have been met. Questions or queries 
on the part of Kinetic as to whether a Proposal has met the requirements will be subject 
to the verification and clarification process set out in this document. 

Stage I will consist of a review to determine which Proposals comply with all of the 
mandatory submission requirements.  

If a Proposal fails to satisfy all of the mandatory submission requirements, Kinetic will 
issue the Respondent a rectification notice identifying the deficiencies and providing the 
Respondent an opportunity to rectify the deficiencies.   

If the Respondent fails to satisfy the mandatory submission requirements within the 
Rectification Period (as defined above in under the RFSO Timetable), its Proposal will be 
excluded from further consideration. The Rectification Period will begin on the date and 
time that Kinetic issues a rectification notice to the Respondent.  

2.3 The mandatory submission requirements are set out in Exhibit C (Evaluation 
Process). Stage II – Evaluation  

Kinetic will evaluate each qualified Proposal on the basis of the rated criteria as set out in 
the Exhibit C (Evaluation Process) (the “Rated Requirements”). 

Evaluation and scoring of each Proposal satisfying the mandatory requirements will be 
done on the basis of Rated Requirements set out in Exhibit C (Evaluation Process). 
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Each Proposal will be awarded points based on the information responding to the Rated 
Requirements.  

Where contradictory information or information that contains conditional statements is 
provided with respect to a requirement, Kinetic will, in its sole and absolute discretion, 
determine whether the Proposal complies with the requirements, and may seek 
clarification from the Respondent. Contradictory or missing information may result in the 
Proposal receiving a low score for that particular Rated Requirement. 

Proposals that do not respond to a particular Rated Requirement, are left blank or contain 
a Proposal that is not applicable will receive a zero (0) point score for that requirement. 
Where the evaluation team cannot reasonably find information responding to a Rated 
Requirement, a zero (0) point score will be assessed for that Rated Requirement. 

Submissions that receive a minimum technical score of 70% will move on to a Financial 
Evaluation.  

The Proposal to each Rated Requirement should: 

• Be complete (bullet point format is acceptable). 

• Be concise and factual; and 

• Demonstrate the Respondent's understanding of GPO Members’ business needs 
by providing answers validating its capabilities.  

2.4 The Evaluation Team   

An evaluation team comprised of representatives of Kinetic will evaluate the Proposals. 
Kinetic reserves the right to use the services of outside consultants and other resources, 
in the evaluation of the Proposals. Such consultants and resources will be required to 
hold Proposals in strict confidence. 
 

2.5 Selection  

Based on the evaluation of the Proposals as described in Stage II - Evaluation the 
Respondent(s) that achieve the highest score(s) (Technical+Financial) as set out in Exhibit 
C (Evaluation Process) will be selected to enter into negotiations of a Master Agreement 
for the establishment of a Standing Offer agreement which negotiation shall be based on 
the Respondent’s responses to the negotiable provisions of the Master Agreement 
attached as Exhibit B.  Respondent’s responses to the negotiable provisions should be 
included as part of the Respondent’s Proposal using the document provided as Exhibit B.   

Kinetic reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to invite a second highest ranked 
Respondent to enter into negotiations of a Master Agreement where it is determined that 
having more than one supplier under contract is in Kinetics’ Members’ best interest. 
Reasons such a decision may be made include but are not limited to: (a) to expand the 
breadth of products available to Members; (b) expand the manufacturers whose products 
are made available, (c) expand the geographic area coverage. 
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2.6 Notification  

The successful Respondent(s) will be notified by Kinetic in writing.   

2.7 Negotiation of Master Agreement 

The successful Respondent(s) will be invited to negotiate the negotiable terms of the 

Master Agreement and if agreement can be reached on the terms, the parties shall 

execute a Master Agreement. Respondents are advised that Kinetic has limited flexibility 

to negotiate the terms of the Master Agreement based on the provisions of the applicable 

trade agreements and Kinetics’ Negotiation Protocol which is available at kineticgpo.ca. 

Kinetic intends to complete negotiations within forty-five (45) calendar days 
after notification. If, for any reason, Kinetic and a Preferred Proponent fail to 
reach an agreement within the aforementioned timeframe, Kinetic may at its 
sole and absolute discretion: 
(a) request the Preferred Proponent to submit its Best and Final Offer; 
(b) terminate negotiations with that particular Preferred Proponent;  
(c) extend the negotiation timeline; or  
(d) publish one (1) or some of the Suppliers, who have executed Master 
Agreements, within our promotional marketing launch. Other Master 
Agreements, if successfully negotiated with other Preferred Proponents would 
be added to Kinetics’ website at a later date. 
 
The Preferred Proponent will be given five (5) Business Days to execute the 
Master Agreement (electronic signatures accepted), unless otherwise specified 
by Kinetic. Once the Master Agreement has been executed, Kinetic will 
commence our onboarding sessions.  
2.8 Unsuccessful Negotiation 

If for any reason Kinetic determines that it is unlikely to reach complete agreement with 

the successful Respondent(s), Kinetic may discontinue the discussions with the 

successful Respondent(s) and proceed in any manner that Kinetic may decide, in 

consideration of its and its Members’ best interests including without limitation inviting one 

of the other Respondents to enter into discussions to conclude a Master Agreement, 

commencing with the Respondent having the second highest combined score and so 

forth. 

[End of Part 2] 

PART 3 – TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE RFSO PROCESS 

 

3.1 General Information and Instructions 
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3.1.1 Respondents to Follow Instructions 

Respondents should structure their Proposals in accordance with the order of the 
evaluation criteria presented in Exhibit C (Evaluation Criteria) and other instructions in 
this RFSO. Where information is requested in this RFSO, any Proposal made in a 
Proposal should reference the applicable section numbers of this RFSO. 

3.1.2 Responses in English 

All Proposals are to be in English only.  

3.1.3 No Incorporation by Reference  

The entire content of the Respondent’s Proposal should be submitted in a fixed form, and 
the content of websites or other external documents referred to in the Respondent’s 
Proposal but not attached will not be considered to form part of its Proposal. 

3.1.4 References and Past Performance 

In the evaluation process, Kinetic may include information provided by the Respondent’s 
references and may also consider the Respondent’s past performance or conduct on 
previous contracts with Kinetic or other institutions.  

3.1.5 Information in RFSO Only an Estimate 

Kinetic and its advisers make no representation, warranty, or guarantee as to the 
accuracy of the information contained in this RFSO or issued by way of addenda. Any 
quantities shown or data contained in this RFSO or provided by way of addenda are 
estimates only and are for the sole purpose of indicating to Respondents the general 
scale and scope of the Deliverables. It is the Respondent’s responsibility to obtain all the 
information necessary to prepare a Proposal to this RFSO. 

3.1.6 Estimated Quantities 

Kinetic GPO makes no guarantee or commitment of any kind concerning quantities or 
usage of contracts resulting from this solicitation. The successful Supplier(s) discount and 
pricing schedule shall apply regardless of the volume of business under the contract. 

3.1.7 Specifications  

When a solicitation contains a specification that states no substitutions, no deviation from 
this requirement will be permitted. Supplier must comply with the true intent of the 
specifications and drawings and not take advantage of any unintentional error or 
omission. In cases where no type and kind of product is specified, specifications have 
been developed to indicate minimal standards as to the usage, materials, and contents 
based on the needs of the Members.  
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References to manufacturer’s specifications when used by Kinetic GPO, are to be 
considered informative to Respondents and not intended to require that a specific 
manufacturer’s product be proposed. The naming of specifications is intended to provide 
the Respondent with information as to the general style, type and kind of product 
requested. Responses proposing similar goods, materials, or equipment regularly 
produced by a manufacturer shall be evaluated by Kinetic GPO which will, in its sole 
discretion, determine whether such proposed goods, materials or equipment are 
substantially equivalent to the named specifications, considering quality, workmanship, 
economy of operation, and suitability for the purpose intended. Suppliers should include 
all documentation required to ensure Kinetic is able to confirm the proposed goods, 
materials or equipment are substantially equivalent. Specifications deemed to be 
equivalent and acceptable will be at the sole discretion of Kinetic. 

3.1.8 Non-Exclusive  

Any contract resulting from this solicitation shall be awarded with the understanding and 
agreement that it is for the sole convenience and benefit of Kinetic Members.  Kinetic 
Members reserve the right to obtain like goods from other sources. 

3.1.9 Respondents to Bear Their Own Costs 

The Respondent will bear all costs associated with or incurred in the preparation and 
presentation of its Proposal, including, if applicable, costs incurred for interviews or 
demonstrations and neither Kinetic or its members shall have any responsibility or liability 
therefor.  

3.1.10 Response to be retained by Kinetic  

Kinetic will not return any Proposal or any accompanying documentation submitted by a 
Respondent in connection with this RFSO. 

3.2 Communication after Issuance of RFSO 
 

3.2.1 Respondents to Review RFSO 

Respondents should promptly examine all of the documents comprising this RFSO and 
may direct questions or seek additional information in writing by email to the RFSO 
Contact on or before the Deadline for Questions set out above in the RFSO Timetable. 
No such communications are to be directed to anyone other than the RFSO Contact. 
Kinetic is under no obligation to provide additional information, and Kinetic will not be 
responsible for any information provided by or obtained from any source other than the 
RFSO Contact. It is the responsibility of the Respondent to seek clarification from the 
RFSO Contact on any matter it considers to be unclear. Kinetic will not be responsible for 
any misunderstanding on the part of the Respondent concerning this RFSO or its process. 
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3.2.2 All New Information to Respondents by Way of Addenda  

This RFSO may be amended only by way of an addendum communicated in accordance 
with this section. If Kinetic, for any reason, determines that it is necessary to provide 
additional information relating to this RFSO, such information will be communicated to all 
Respondents by addendum. Each addendum forms an integral part of this RFSO and 
may contain important information, including significant changes to this RFSO. 
Respondents are responsible for obtaining all addenda issued by Kinetic. Addenda when 
issued will be posted on the same electronic systems used for posting the RFSO. It is the 
responsibility of the Respondent to ensure it takes the appropriate steps to receive all 
addenda.  

3.2.3 Post-Deadline Addenda and Extension of Submission Deadline 

If Kinetic determines that it is necessary to issue an addendum after the Deadline for 
Issuing Addenda, Kinetic may by notice extend the Submission Deadline for a reasonable 
period of time. 

3.2.4 Verify, Clarify and Supplement 

When evaluating Proposals, Kinetic may, but shall have no obligation to, request further 
information from the Respondent or third parties in order to verify, clarify or supplement 
the information provided in the Respondent’s Proposal including but not limited to 
clarification with respect to whether a Proposal meets the requirements set out in Exhibit 
C (Evaluation Process). Kinetic may revisit and re-evaluate the Respondent’s Proposal 
or ranking on the basis of any such information. 

3.3 Notification and Debriefing 
 

3.3.1 Notification to Other Respondents 

Once the selected Respondent(s) has executed a Standing Offer Agreement, the other 
Respondents will be notified of the outcome of the RFSO process.  

3.3.2 Debriefing 

Respondents may request a debriefing after receipt of a notification of the outcome of the 
RFSO process. All requests must be in writing to the RFSO Contact and must be made 
within sixty (60) days of such notification. The intent of the debriefing information session 
is to aid the Respondent in presenting a better Proposal in subsequent procurement 
opportunities. Any debriefing provided is not for the purpose of providing an opportunity 
to challenge the RFSO process or its outcome. 

3.4 Conflict of Interest and Prohibited Conduct 
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3.4.1 Disqualification for Conflict of Interest 

Kinetic may disqualify a Respondent for any conduct, situation, or circumstances, 
determined by Kinetic, in its sole and absolute discretion, to constitute a Conflict of 
Interest. 

For the purposes of this RFSO, the term “Conflict of Interest” includes, but is not limited 
to, any situation or circumstance where: 

(a) in relation to the RFSO process, the Respondent has an unfair advantage or 
engages in conduct, directly or indirectly, that may give them an unfair advantage, 
including but not limited to: (i) having, or having access to, confidential information 
of Kinetic or any GPO Member in the preparation of its Proposal that is not 
available to other Respondents; (ii) communicating with any person with a view to 
influencing preferred treatment in the RFSO process (including but not limited to 
the lobbying of decision makers involved in the RFSO process); or (iii) engaging in 
conduct that compromises, or could be seen to compromise, the integrity of the 
open and competitive RFSO process or render that process non-competitive or 
unfair; or 
 

(b) in relation to the performance of its contractual obligations under a contract for the 
Deliverables, the Respondent’s other commitments, relationships, or financial 
interests: (i) could, or could be seen to, exercise an improper influence over the 
objective, unbiased and impartial exercise of its independent judgement; or (ii) 
could, or could be seen to, compromise, impair or be incompatible with the 
effective performance of its contractual obligations. 

3.4.2 Disqualification for Prohibited Conduct 

Kinetic may disqualify a Respondent, rescind an invitation to negotiate or terminate a 
contract subsequently entered into if Kinetic determines that the Respondent has 
engaged in any conduct prohibited by this RFSO. 

3.4.3 Prohibited Respondent Communications 

Respondents must not, in relation to this RFSO or the evaluation and selection process, 
engage directly or indirectly in any form of lobbying whatsoever to influence the selection 
of the successful Respondent(s).  

Respondents must not engage in any communications that could constitute a Conflict of 
Interest and should take note of the Conflict-of-Interest declaration set out in the 
Mandatory Submission Form which is attached and forms part of Exhibit C (Evaluation 
Criteria). 

Respondents must not at any time directly or indirectly communicate with the media in 
relation to this RFSO or any agreement entered into pursuant to this RFSO without first 
obtaining the written permission of the RFSO Contact. 
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3.4.4 Illegal or Unethical Conduct – Competition Act 

Respondents must not engage in any illegal business practices, including activities such 

as bid-rigging, price-fixing, bribery, fraud, coercion, or collusion. Respondents must not 

engage in any unethical conduct, including lobbying, as described above, or other 

inappropriate communications; offering gifts to any employees, officers, agents, or other 

representatives of Kinetic; deceitfulness; submitting Proposals containing 

misrepresentations or other misleading or inaccurate information; or any other conduct 

that compromises or may be seen to compromise the competitive process provided for in 

this RFSO.  

Under Canadian law, a proposal must be prepared without conspiracy, collusion, or fraud. 
For more information, refer to the Competition Bureau website, and in particular, part VI 
of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34. 

3.4.5 Past Performance or Past Conduct  

Kinetic may prohibit a potential Respondent from participating in a procurement process 
based on factors listed in trade agreements entered into by Canada past performance or 
based on inappropriate conduct in a prior procurement process, including but not limited 
to the following:  

(a) illegal or unethical conduct as described above;  

(b) the refusal of the supplier to honour its submitted pricing or other commitments or 
to achieve required performance standards or;  

(c) any conduct, situation or circumstance determined by Kinetic, in its sole and 
absolute discretion, to have constituted an undisclosed Conflict of Interest.  

3.5 Confidential Information 
 

3.5.1 Confidential Information of Kinetic  

All information provided by or obtained from Kinetic in any form in connection with this 
RFSO either before or after the issuance of this RFSO 

(a) is the sole property of Kinetic and must be treated as confidential; 

(b) is not to be used for any purpose other than replying to this RFSO and the 
performance of any subsequent contract for the deliverables; 

(c) must not be disclosed without prior written authorization from Kinetic; and 

(d) must be returned by the Respondent to Kinetic immediately upon the request of 
Kinetic. 
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3.5.2 Confidential Information of Respondent 

A Respondent should identify any information in its Proposal, or any accompanying 
documentation supplied in confidence for which confidentiality is to be maintained by 
Kinetic. The confidentiality of such information will be maintained by Kinetic, except as 
otherwise required by law or by order of a court or tribunal. Respondents are advised that 
their Proposals will, as necessary, be disclosed, on a confidential basis, to advisers 
retained by Kinetic to advise or assist with the RFSO process, including the evaluation of 
Proposals, and may be disclosed to representatives of the GPO Members. If a 
Respondent has any questions about the collection and use of information pursuant to 
this RFSO, questions are to be submitted to the RFSO Contact 

Respondents are also advised that the resulting contract, including the Proposal and 
pricing, will be disclosed to Kinetic Member’s.  

3.6 Procurement Process Non-binding 
 

3.6.1 No Contract A and No Claims 

Although this RFSO process is designed to comply with the requirements of any trade 
agreements or Directives including but not limited to, Canadian Free Trade Agreement 
and the Comprehensive European Trade Agreement applicable to GPO Members, this 
procurement process is not intended to create and will not create a formal, legally binding 
bidding process at Common Law. It will instead be governed by the law applicable to 
direct commercial negotiations. For greater certainty and without limitation:  

(a) this RFSO does not give rise to any Contract A based tendering law duties or any 
other legal obligations arising out of any process contract or collateral contract; 
and  
 

(b) neither the Respondent nor Kinetic have the right to make any claims (in contract, 
tort, or otherwise) against the other with respect to the award of a contract, failure 
to award a contract or failure to honour a Proposal submitted in Proposal to this 
RFSO.  

3.6.2 No Legal Relationship or Obligation 

No legal relationship or obligation will be created between the Respondent and Kinetic or 
any GPO Member by this RFSO process unless and until a Master Agreement is signed.  

3.6.3 Cancellation 

Kinetic may cancel or amend the RFSO process without liability at any time. 

3.7 Governing Law and Interpretation  

The Terms and Conditions of this RFSO Process  
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(a) are intended to be interpreted broadly and separately (with no particular provision 
intended to limit the scope of any other provision);  

(b) are non-exhaustive and will not be construed as intending to limit the pre-existing 
rights of the parties to engage in pre-contractual discussions in accordance with 
the common law governing direct commercial negotiations; and  

(c) are to be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the province 
of Ontario and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein. 

 
[End of Part 3] 
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EXHIBIT A – STATEMENT OF WORK 

  
Please see separate document 
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EXHIBIT B – MASTER AGREEMENT  

  

See attached document for Exhibit B (Master Agreement). 

Instructions to Respondents  

Respondents who wish to propose changes to the Master Agreement should provide 
responses to the proposed Master Agreement within the document included in the RFSO 
and return the marked-up or commented Master Agreement with their Proposal. 

NON-NEGOTIABLE TERMS ARE SHADED IN GREY. KINETIC WILL NOT 
NEGOTIATE CHANGES TO THE NON-NEGOTIABLE TERMS. If a Respondent wishes 
to proposed changes to a non-negotiable term, this should be done prior to submitting 
a Proposal and before the Deadline for Questions.  
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EXHIBIT C – EVALUATION PROCESS 

 
Please see separate document 
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FORM 1 – MANDATORY SUBMISSION FORM 

 
Please see separate document 
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EXHIBIT D – REFERENCE FORM 
 

Please see separate document 
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EXHIBIT E – FINANCIAL PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS (MARKET BASKET) 

 

Please see separate document for Exhibit E - Financial Proposal Form. 

Instructions to Respondents  

1. Respondents to provide Pricing for Market Basket categories   
 

2. The “Market Basket” items listed in 9 Categories. 
 
3. Respondents shall provide the proposed service lines, including the total 

number of services offered in your catalog. Offerors shall identify and describe 
their categories. For each proposed category, describe in detail and provide at 
a minimum the following types of information: 

 
a. Identification and description of product categories offered. 
b. Identification and description of subcategories. 

 
4. The Respondent shall provide a list of all items in its standard published 

catalogue with public prices, minimum percentage discount off list and net 
prices, and; 

 
5. A “Market Basket” consisting of a list of all available services within the classes 

of products listed in the RFSO along with pricing shall be submitted by the 
Respondent. Kinetic reserves the right to request clarification of the Market 
Basket after close of the RFSO. 

 
 
6. For ease of review and evaluation by the evaluation team, the listing shall be 

submitted in an electronic format as per Exhibit E (Market Basket Form). 
 
7. Proposed prices shall be provided in Canadian funds and shall include all 

applicable Customs duties, tariffs, overhead, materials, fuel, office support, 
profit, permits, licences, labour, insurance, Workplace Safety Insurance Board 
costs, travel, and warranties, and further shall be subject to adjustment for 
fluctuation in foreign exchange rates at the time of order; 

 
8. Propose a plan to adjust pricing as market conditions change. The plan must 

be verifiable and auditable. Identify calculation, formula, components, index, 
etc.  

 
9. Provide details of and propose additional discounts for volume orders, special 

manufacturer’s offers, minimum order quantity, free goods program, total 
annual spend, etc. 
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10. All prices shall be quoted exclusive of applicable taxes, each of which, if 
applicable, should be stated separately.   Contractor is responsible for 
submission and payment of all applicable HST. 

 
11. Kinetic GPO will review fully documented requests for price adjustment after 

the Master Agreement has been in effect for one (1) year. price adjustment will 
be effective upon the effective date of the Contract anniversary, unless 
otherwise agreed upon.  

 
12. In the event of any discrepancy in the prices within a Proposal, the lowest price 

submitted 
 

 
Additional Pricing Terms  

Electronic Price Lists 

1. Respondents shall offer pricing for services based on a discount off a price list 
specified, i.e., wholesale price; catalog; retail Point of Sale (POS) for each 
category with limited exceptions specifically identified in each price file.  
 

2. Electronic Catalog and/or price lists must accompany the proposal. Include an 
electronic copy of the catalog in Excel format from which discount, or fixed price, 
is calculated. Multiple percentage discount structure is also acceptable.  Please 
specify where different percentage discounts apply. If Respondent has existing 
GPO contracts in place, Respondent is requested to submit pricing equal to or 
better than those in place.  

 
3. Suppliers are encouraged to offer additional discounts for one-time delivery of 

large single orders to GPO Members.  GPO Members may seek to negotiate 
additional price concessions based on quantity purchases of any products 
offered under the particular Purchase Agreement. Kinetic Members shall 
document their files accordingly. 

 
4. In addition, Supplier(s) may conduct sales promotions involving price 

reductions. Supplier(s) shall submit to Kinetic documentation identifying the 
proposed (1) starting and ending dates of the promotion, (2) products involved, 
and (3) promotional prices compared to quoted prices. Promotional prices shall 
be available to all GPO Members. Upon approval by Kinetic, the Supplier shall 
provide notice by email of the promotion. 
 

5. Installation charges shall be clearly identified when applicable.   
 

6. Prices listed in the Standing Offer Agreement will be used to establish the extent 
of the services that are available from a particular Supplier and the pricing per 
item. 
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7. Electronic price lists must contain manufacturer part #, supplier part # (if 
different from manufacturer part #); description; manufacturers list price and 
discounted price offered to GPO Members (excluding freight) based on the 
locations services as per Form 1. 
 

8. Media submitted for price list must include the Respondents’ company name, 
name of the solicitation, and date. 

 

Please submit price lists and/or catalogs in excel or delimited format only. 

 
Pricing Validation and Increases 

• All pricing submitted shall be “ceiling” or “not-to-exceed” pricing, subject to the 
price adjustment provisions below.   

• The Supplier may adjust submitted pricing lower if needed but, cannot exceed the 
pricing submitted in its Proposal.    

 

• Please note that Kinetic does not publicly post Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) 
lists. Our suppliers are responsible for providing quotes to our members based 
on the contracted items based on the RFSO quoted pricing and the agreed upon 
discounts. If a member needs to validate pricing, they can reach out to the 
Supplier directly or to Kinetic to receive a copy of the current MSRP. Depending 
on the request, Kinetic and/or the supplier will either confirm the pricing, send a 
copy of just the quoted items, or provide the entire Master Price List. 
  

• Pricing for Kinetic customers is as follows; The pricing model is the MSRP 
multiplied by the exchange rate at the time of order (exchange rate based on the 
monthly average published rate at that time according to the Bank of Canada – 
Monthly Exchange Rate). This creates a new MSRP for Canada and then the 
discount off that price is applied. 
 

• For example: 
 

US MFSR 
 
 

Current 
Monthly Fx 
Rate 

CAN MSRP Kinetic 
Discount 
(Based on 
20% off CAN 
MSRP) 

$5000 1.2932 $6,466 $5,172.80 

 

• Bank of Canada – Monthly Exchange Rate 

• https://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/exchange/monthly-exchange-rates/ 

• Suppliers will be responsible for fluctuations in currency exchange; therefore, we 
suggest appropriate expiry dates for all quotes. 

about:blank
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Increases during first 12 months of Master Agreement (COVID-19 Pandemic Exception) 
 
Prices must not increase in the first twelve months of the Master Agreement, subject to a 
time-limited exception to account for the supply chain disruptions currently being 
experienced worldwide as a result of the COVID 19 pandemic.    Suppliers wishing to 
increase their pricing in the first year must provide evidence reasonably satisfactory to 
Kinetic that the price increases: (a) are caused by the global supply chain disruptions; (b) 
could not reasonably have been foreseen at the time of Proposal submission and (c) 
represents the direct incremental cost to Supplier, net of Supplier profit and overhead.   
 
OPTION 1 – Allowable Price Adjustments - Services 
 
Except as set out above, prices quoted in Respondents’ Financial Proposal shall be fixed 
for the first twelve months of the Master Agreement (the “Contract Year”).  Thereafter, 
prices may be increased once every Contract Year (including renewal years) by up to the 
Canadian Consumer Price Index Yearly Inflation Rate as reported in the last month of the 
previous Contract Year. 
 

OPTION 2 – Allowable Price Adjustments - Commodity 

Except as set out above, prices quoted in Respondents’ Financial Proposal shall be fixed 
for the first twelve months of the Master Agreement (the “Contract Year”).  Thereafter, 
prices may be adjusted once every Contract Year with supporting justification for the price 
increase, which may include evidence that original manufacturer’s prices have been 
increased. 
 

The Respondent is deemed to confirm that it has prepared its Proposal with reference to 

all of the provisions of the RFSO, that it has factored all of the provisions of the 

Agreement, if any, into its pricing assumptions, calculations and into its proposed prices.  
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EXHIBIT F – KINETIC CANADIAN PUBLIC SECTOR AGENCIES LISTINGS 

 
Kinetic GPO has included in a separate Excel spreadsheet labeled “Exhibit F Kinetic 
Canadian Public Sector Agencies Listing” a listing of Municipal, Academic, School 
Boards & Hospitals also referenced as MASH sector entities, and political 
subdivisions of the referenced public entities/agencies who would be eligible to 
access the contract award made pursuant to this solicitation.  
 
This notice complies with the procedural requirements of certain Canadian 
procurement agreements and respective provisions for public agencies.  

 
 

Please see separate document for the list of agencies 
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EXHIBIT G – List of Subcontractor Consultants  

 

See separate document 
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EXHIBIT A – STATEMENT OF WORK  

Kinetic GPO is seeking qualified Supplier(s) for Learning Management Software Systems 

throughout Canada (Respondents to specify and complete Form 1 attached in the bid package) 

which may not be limited to the services listed in this Statement of Work below.   

Kinetic is a National GPO and as such needs to ensure that where possible all winning suppliers 

can service each area in Canada to the best of the supplier’s ability.  Kinetic acknowledges that 

there is a cost to doing business and this can be noted in their proposal. This could include, but 

not be limited to, different service and delivery costs in various regions of Canada. Should a 

respondent not be able to service all geographic areas they will be scored accordingly as noted 

in Exhibit C.  It would then be up to the evaluation committee to assign points to the respective 

responses and then determine the overall winner based on the technical portion of the bid.”   

Supplier(s) shall, at the request of Kinetic and/or GPO Members, provide these services pursuant 

to the terms of this RFSO and the Standing Offer Agreement that forms part of the negotiated 

Master Agreement between Kinetic and the Supplier.    

This RFSO consists of services that generally represent those most frequently purchased from 

qualified suppliers that can provide products listed and be able to supply the services to a 

minimum of one entire Province. 

In addition, a complete range of services available through the Supplier such as, but not limited 
to, any related services such as, and any other related services or solutions offered by the 
Company. 
 
 
This Solicitation is to establish a nationwide purchasing agreement for the supply of the following 
services. The descriptive examples below are not to be considered restrictive, but rather, provide 
a general, non-inclusive, description of the category. These are standard use in the commercial 
and industrial environments. Your firm may not have the ability to provide all services. 
 
The intent is for each Supplier to submit their complete service line so that Kinetic GPO’s members 

may order a wide array of services as appropriate for their needs. You may subcontract services 

your firm does not supply. 

1. Subcontract Consultant Authorization 

During the Term of the Agreement, the Supplier to accept responsibility to ensure all branches or 

Subcontract Consultants representing them and providing services are trained in the 

requirements of the Agreement.  Kinetic reserves the right to request that the Supplier remove or 

replace any Subcontract Consultant or branch providing service under this agreement and or to 

remove from the agreement any Subcontract Consultants or branches not providing satisfactory 

service to Kinetic GPO and or its’ Members.    

2. Description of Core Services  

Kinetic is requesting proposals from vendors to provide participating member agencies 

Learning Management System (LMS) software to improve efficiency, productivity, and to 
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better manage their online learning programs providing a complete learning program 

system with automates workflow from start to finish. 

Systems to include but not limited to the following common functionalities:  
 

• Certification & Compliance Management  
• Learning Management 
• Virtual Classroom  
• Course Library 
• Extended Enterprise  
• Proficiency Testing & Reporting 
• Content Authoring 
• Mobile Learning 
• Social Learning 

 
While this RFSO specifically covers Learning Management Systems, each Bidder may offer 
their complete product and service offering, or balance of line. Kinetic reserves the right to 
accept or reject any or all balance of line items offered. 
 
Static Content: 
 
This content includes but is not limited to: 
o Policies and procedures that must be read and agreed to with signature;  
o Instructions and manuals;  
o Readings and case studies; 
o Learning comprehension tests and quizzes; 
o Authored SCORM compliant e-learning modules; and  
o External e-learning content libraries, subscription or other. 
 
Video and audio presentations: 
This content includes but is not limited to:  
o Asynchronous learning through pre-recorded classes or workshops; and  
o Presentations either pre-recorded or linked externally.  
 
Live virtual classrooms:  
 
This learning will enable staff to learn through various capabilities, but not limited to: 
 o Synchronous learning through live instructor presentation and class interaction; 
 o Whiteboarding, live chat, video streaming, polling abilities and breakout spaces for group 
work; and 
 o Allowing learners to conference call into a classroom.  
 
Further, access to online e-learning will ideally be available from any device, anywhere, allowing 
for higher levels of accessibility. Learning should be available online, offline, from a computer or 
mobile device.  
Digital Content Delivery and Management: 
 
A solution should be flexible allowing courses to be searchable on wide variety of parameters 
such as, but not limited to topic, availability, date.  
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Registration system should be adaptable in allowing staff members to self-register/withdraw, 
managers to proactively register/withdraw their staff, or training admin staff to register/withdraw 
an individual at their discretion.  
 
Further, these responsibilities should have the capability to be delegated to an appropriate staff 
member of manager or training admin’s choosing. Additionally, registration should be a metric 
that is tracked to gain awareness of the demand for courses.  
 
Tracking and Reporting of Learning and Achievements: 
 
A solution should be capable of providing insights into the learning accomplishments of an 
individual, team, department and organization. There is a need to be able to access this 
information in an ad-hoc real-time fashion to aid understanding gaps in training, baselining 
minimum education levels, as well as identifying specializations that the organization may have.  
 
The solution should be able to capture and enter validation of diverse learning experiences 
without requiring centralized entry of this information - e.g., post secondary education, 
certifications, conference attendance, external training.  
 
Learning Path; 
 
Within a learning path, the courses could be either recommended (optional) and/or mandated.  
 
Integrations with Existing Systems and Applications: 
 

• It is desired that there is a means for integration. Access models for integrations with the 
following systems and applications, but not limited to:  

• Microsoft Office Suite.  A solution should provide integration capabilities with applications 
in the Microsoft Office Suite. e.g., The capability to auto-populate/remove calendar 
events and reminders for registered/withdrawn staff members 

• Reporting A solution should provide capabilities to allow external reporting tools to 
consume data that is collected and stored. 

 
 FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
 
The system must adhere to the following: 
 
Adherence to FOIPPA (Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act)  
Mandatory 1002 Adherence to CASL (Canadian Anti-Spam Legislation) Mandatory 1003  
The system must be SCORM compliant 
 
All Infrastructure processing data and Data must be only located in Canada.  
 
Service provides geographic redundancy restricted to Canada.  
 
Optional: 
 
Services may be a Member hosted solution or Dedicated infrastructure for a Cloud Solution. Any 
shared solution infrastructure components (network, storage, compute) should be identified 
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Web App Security Requirements: 
 

• Web Authentication 
• Session Management 
• Web Access Control 
• Web Input Validation 
• Web Cryptography at Rest 

 
Minimum Qualifications: 

The following minimum qualifications must be present for a Supplier to be considered for 

award of a contract under this RFSO. 

1. Extensive experience working with public entities with LMS Software. 

2. Key personnel are encouraged to have experience working in on-line LMS 

3. Technical expertise in providing and supporting LMS Software 

4. Verifiable experience with consulting on LMS Software solutions on projects of 

similar size and scope  

The overall objective of this RFP is to select a Supplier (or Suppliers) that will provide, the 

service in the most cost-effective manner while maintaining the highest quality and 

standards.  

Services may be added to the Core Service List, should Kinetic or the Member, in the case of a 

Member specific Core Service list, determine after an annual review that the Service is being 

used at a frequency that warrants inclusion on the Core list.   

All services must meet applicable Professional Industry Standards.  

 
Member Reporting  

The Supplier shall be responsible for providing various Service-related reports to Members 

including, but not limited to:  

Written reports on the total number of contracts   

Total dollar spend per commodity 

Prepare and periodically update reports which will include an in-depth analysis of Client’s LMS 

needs, goals, and objectives, options available and strategic recommendations 

Assisting the Members in preparing internal usage reports.   

Provide status/progress reports to the Members as requested.  

Deliver presentations to the Members and/or their representatives.  

The Supplier shall be responsible for any other ad hoc reports requested by Members.  
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3. Support to Members 
 

The Contractor shall provide effective support to the Member including, but not limited to:  

(a) Providing a responsive account executive (with applicable back-up) assigned to the 
Member to support their needs by providing day-to-day and ongoing administrative 
support, and operational support 
 
(b) Establishing an ongoing communications program with the Member (e.g., new 
initiatives, innovation, sustainability 
  
(c) Managing issue resolution in a timely manner 

(d) Complying with agreed upon escalation processes to resolve outstanding issues. 
  
(e) Responding to Member’s inquiries (e.g., to day-to-day activities) within one (1) 

Business Day 

(f) Ensuring minimal disruption to the Member 

(g) Providing easy access to the Supplier (e.g., online, toll free telephone number, email, 
voicemail, chat) 

(h) Adhering to the Member’s confidentiality and privacy policies  

(i) Providing written notice to Members on any scheduled shut down that would impact 
services  

(j) Provide Member reporting, as required 

(k) Attending meetings with Members, as requested 
 
(l) Managing any Subcontract Consultants or branches providing services under this 
agreement to the ensure needs of Kinetic GPO and its Member’s receive satisfactory 
customer service. 
 

4. Environmental Considerations 

Kinetic and its Members are committed to reducing the carbon footprint. The Supplier 

should keep Members informed about any environment-friendly Products, new technologies 

and/or green initiatives. The Supplier should, in consultation with Kinetic, make any 

environment-friendly Products, new technologies and/or green initiatives available to 

Members as requested. 

5. Lead Time 

Commencement of Service delivery will be a maximum of up to 21 business days after the 

Supplier receives the Member’s order.  For non-Core items, larger than normal service 

requests, the Supplier and Member will agree upon the lead time that is mutually 

beneficial to both parties. 

Where 21 business day delivery can not be accommodated in specific areas this is to be noted 

in your proposal submission. 
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6. Current Services   

All services being offered in response to this solicitation shall be in current and ongoing 

offerings; shall be formally announced for general marketing purposes; shall be a type 

currently functioning in a user (paying customer) environment and capable of meeting or 

exceeding all specifications and requirements set forth in this solicitation.  

7. Outcome  

The expected outcome of this proposal is to enter into a contractual relationship with a 
business partner who will provide LMS Software.  The primary focus of this RFSO is to award 
a national contract(s), to those supplier(s) that offer the most comprehensive solutions to the 
above outcome statement. 

Suppliers must demonstrate that they have comprehensive solutions to provide product in an 
efficient and effective manner.  

Suppliers are encouraged to detail in their proposal any related value-added services that will 
benefit participating agencies. 

8. Estimated Volume  
 

The estimated dollar volume of LMS Software under the proposed Master Agreement is 

approximately $10,000,000.00 Million Dollars for the life of the Contract. Please note that no 

dollar volume is guarantee by Kinetic GPO. The estimated dollar volume is based on 

anticipated volumes and is subject to the number of agencies that Kinetic GPO has signed to 

use the contract. Suppliers are cautioned to use their own research to assist them in 

determining the potential size of the contract. For greater certainty, Kinetic GPO is not 

providing any promise or representation in respect of the estimated total quantities or values 

of the LMN Software. 

Kinetic is unable to advise at this time how many members will decide to take advantage of a 

resulting agreement or what the expected quantity is for each category. 

9. What Entities are Covered by the Term Mash Sector? 

The MASH (Municipalities, Academia, School Boards, and Healthcare) sector refers to: 

regional, local, district or other forms of municipal government, school boards, publicly funded 

academic, health and social service entities, as well as any corporation or entity owned or 

controlled by one or more of the preceding entities. 

10. Sales Commitment- Refer to Evaluation Process, Exhibit C,  
Section V, Value Add: 

Supplier is encouraged to market the Master Agreement through Supplier’s sales force or 
dealer network that is properly trained, engaged, and committed to offering the Master 
Agreement as one of the awarded Supplier’s primary offerings to Canadian Public 
Agencies/Entities. The primary target market is agencies within the MASH sector, as well as 
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non-profits. The Master Agreement may be extended to other sectors at the discretion of the 
awarded Supplier.  

(i) Supplier Sales. Supplier role is to be responsible for proactive direct sales of 
Supplier’s Products and Services to Public Agencies and the timely follow-up to 
sales leads identified by Kinetic GPO. Use of product catalogs, targeted 
advertising, direct mail, and other sales initiatives are encouraged. All of Supplier’s 
sales materials targeted towards Public Agencies shall include the Kinetic GPO 
logo. Kinetic GPO will grant to the Supplier, during the term of the Master 
Agreement, a nonexclusive, revocable, non-transferable, license to use the Kinetic 
GPO name, trademark, and logo solely to perform its obligations under the Master 
Agreement, and for no other purpose. Any goodwill, rights, or benefits derived from 
Supplier's use of the Kinetic GPO name, trademark, or logo will ensure to the 
benefit of Kinetic GPO. Kinetic GPO shall provide Supplier with its logo and the 
standards to be employed in the use of the logo. During the term of the Master 
Agreement, the Supplier will grant to Kinetic GPO a license to reproduce and use 
Supplier’s name and logo in connection with the advertising, marketing, and 
promotion of the Master Agreement to Public Agencies. Supplier will assist Kinetic 
GPO by providing camera-ready logos and by participating in related trade shows 
and conferences. At a minimum, Supplier's sales initiatives shall communicate that 
(i) the Master Agreement was competitively solicited, (ii) the Master Agreement 
provides government pricing, (iii) there is no cost to Participating Public Agencies, 
and (iv) the Master Agreement is a non-exclusive contract.   

Supplier commits that all Master Agreement sales will be 
accurately and timely reported to Kinetic 

(ii) Sales Force Training. Supplier and Kinetic GPO will work together and train the 
Supplier’s national sales force on the Master Agreement and Kinetic GPO 
program. Kinetic GPO will strive to be available to train regional or district 
managers and generally assist with the education of sales personnel. 

(iii) Participating Public Agency Access. Supplier is strongly encouraged to establish 
the following communication links to facilitate customer access and 
communication:  

A dedicated Kinetic GPO internet web-based homepage containing:  

(1) Kinetic GPO standard logo.  

(2) Summary of Services pricing.  

(3) Electronic link to Kinetic GPO’s online registration page. 

(4) Other promotional material as requested by Kinetic GPO. 

(5) A dedicated toll-free national hotline, or email address, for inquiries 
regarding Kinetic GPO. 
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(iv) Electronic Registration. Supplier shall be responsible for ensuring that each Public 
Agency has completed Kinetic GPO’s online registration process prior to 
processing the Public Agency’s first sales order. 

(v) Supplier’s Performance Review. Upon request by Kinetic GPO, Supplier shall 
participate in a performance review meeting with Kinetic GPO to evaluate 
Supplier’s performance of the covenants set forth in this Agreement. 

11. Service Pricing  

Pricing shall be a fixed percentage (%) off total spend by individual Service Category   

Kinetic GPO will consider other retail pricing options (ex. Rebate on gross sales). 

12. Rebate on Sales 

If this pricing option is offered, describe your firm’s ability to provide this service. 

13. Related Services Pricing 

 All Participating Public Agencies shall receive a detailed written quotation for all services to 
be performed, a deployment plan for new services to be provided. 

      All quotations shall be for a “not to exceed” amount. 

 As an audit tool, the Contractor(s) shall provide a copy of the most current R.S. Means 
Bare Cost Data (including any city cost index adjustment) pertaining to all written 
quotations. 

14. Ordering Capabilities  

Service Ordering  

Members may use a variety of ordering methods, including phone, fax, email, and electronic 

transactions as further described below:  

Online Ordering  

• As applicable, Kinetic GPO members may choose to use the Supplier’s website:  

• To make initial contract with the service provider  

• Contain service offerings specifically for an individual Member  

• Feature search function to allow easy service lookup by description,  

      Electronic Commerce  

Members may use a variety of Enterprise Resource Planning (“ERP”) systems (PeopleSoft, 

Dynamics & others), E-Procurement (e.g., JAGGAER, formerly SciQuest) or financial 

systems. When Members implement various methods for electronic ordering, the Respondent 
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will use commercially reasonable efforts to provide technology and implementation support to 

Members at no extra cost.  

15. Updates  

Suppliers may introduce additional services during the term of the contract upon written 

request issued by Supplier to Kinetic, and such services will qualify to be added or substituted, 

provided it is within the original scope of this RFSO. All requests are subject to review and 

approval by Kinetic.  At no time is the Supplier allowed to unilaterally change services or 

increase pricing. Suppliers shall be responsible for notifying Kinetic of all obsolete and 

discontinued services in writing and in a timely manner.  

16. Additional Terms to be Included in the Standing Offer  

  

GPO Member Order Process  

  

Members will have the option of two (2) approaches when purchasing services from the 

Standing Offer Agreements resulting from this RFSO including purchasing services from the 

Standing Offer Agreements directly using the prices set out and/or a request for pricing process 

which will be included in the Master Agreement.  

All pricings will be as included in the standing offer agreement.  There may however be 
occasion when a member is looking to purchase a service that is not listed in the agreement 
or where members are looking for better pricing.   Kinetic works with a not to exceed pricing 
schedule which allows our suppliers to potentially offer a lower price based on specific 
requirements. 
  

Service Quality  

All services shall be of high quality and in accordance with standard professional industry 

standards.  

Service Level Reports   

As stipulated in the Master Agreement, the Supplier shall be responsible for providing Kinetic with 

monthly sales report. The report shall also include a service level agreement report in Excel 

spreadsheet format as outlined below:  

   

• Total Number of Purchase Orders Placed  

• Total Dollar Value of Purchase Orders Placed  

• Average Value of purchases placed by Member  

The Supplier to provide detailed management reporting by Participating Public 
Agency as follows: 

• Sales Dollars 

• Sales histories by Category 

• Procurement card (MasterCard or Visa brand) 
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MASTER AGREEMENT 
 
BETWEEN: 

Kinetic GPO Inc. 
 

(referred to as “Kinetic”) 
 
AND: 
 

[*LEGAL NAME OF SUPPLIER*] 
 

(referred to as the “Supplier”) 
 
 
WHEREAS, Kinetic issued RFSO 21-13 Learning Management Software Systems 
 (the “Deliverables”) to Kinetic GPO members (referred to as “Member” or the “Purchaser”); 
 
AND WHEREAS, the Supplier was selected to enter into this Master Agreement to establish a Standing 
Offer by the Supplier (the “Standing Offer”) for the potential provision of the Deliverables to the 
Purchasers pursuant to agreements that will set out the particulars of the contract between a Purchaser 
and the Supplier for the purchase of Deliverables (the “Purchase Agreement”); 
 
NOW THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 
 
1.0   Term of Master Agreement 

This Master Agreement shall take effect on the [*insert date*] and shall be in effect for a period 
of three (3) years, with an option in favour of Kinetic to extend the term for an additional period 
of up to two (2) years, unless it is terminated earlier in accordance with the terms of this Master 
Agreement or otherwise by operation of law. 

2.0 Kinetic and Supplier Representatives 
 

The Kinetic Representative and contact information for the Master Agreement is: 
 

Chris Penny 
 Kinetic GPO. 
 226-474-1169 
 chris@kineticgpo.ca 

 
The Supplier Representative and contact information for the Master Agreement is: 

 
[*insert name and title of Supplier representative for the purposes of the Master Agreement and 
contact details, including mailing address and email address*] 
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3.0 Provision Of Deliverables 

3.1 Deliverables Provided under Purchase Agreements 
 
The Supplier agrees that the provision of the Deliverables to a Purchaser will be governed by the 
terms of the Standing Offer, including the Standing Offer Terms and Conditions, as set out in Exhibit 
A to this Master Agreement, and the terms of the Purchase Agreement entered into between the 
Supplier and a Purchaser in respect of the Deliverables. 

 
3.2   Pricing of Deliverables 

 
When entering into Purchase Agreements, the Purchaser and Supplier may negotiate 
improvements to the pricing set out in the Standing Offer; however, pricing offered by the Supplier 
to any Purchaser for the Deliverables must not exceed the pricing set out in the Standing Offer 
except as permitted by the Solicitation Document. 
 

3.3 Authorized Subcontractors, Distributors and Dealers 
 
The Supplier is prohibited from authorizing additional subcontractors, distributors or dealers, other 
than those identified in the Standing Offer, to provide Deliverables under the Standing Offer 
without seeking and obtaining prior written approval from Kinetic. Purchase Agreements may only 
be entered into by the Supplier and must provide for payment to be made only to Supplier, unless 
otherwise approved by Kinetic. Pricing provided to Purchasers by any authorized subcontractors, 
distributors or dealers must be less than or equal to the pricing set out in the Standing Offer, unless 
otherwise approved by Kinetic. 
 

 
3.4       No Duties, Obligation or Liabilities on the part of Kinetic 

 
While Kinetic has entered into the Master Agreement to facilitate a group purchasing 
arrangement, the execution of this Master Agreement shall not in any way create any legal duties, 
obligations or liabilities on the part of Kinetic in respect of the purchase and sale of the 
Deliverables. Any contract for the purchase and sale of any Deliverables shall be between the 
Supplier and each individual Purchaser in accordance with the terms of each specific Purchase 
Agreement. Kinetic shall not be responsible for the payment of any Deliverables provided by the 
Supplier to a Purchaser under any Purchase Agreement. 

 
3.5 No Exclusivity or Volume Guarantees 

 
The Supplier acknowledges that in entering into this Master Agreement no form of exclusivity has 
been conferred on, or volume guarantee has been granted by Kinetic in relation to the provision 
of the Deliverables by the Supplier. 
 
No undertaking or any form of statement, promise, representation or obligation shall be deemed 
to have been made by Kinetic in respect of the total quantities or values of the Deliverables 
required by the Purchasers pursuant to this Master Agreement and the Supplier acknowledges and 
agrees that it has not entered into this Master Agreement on the basis of any such undertaking, 
statement, promise or representation. 
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4.0 Fees Payable by Supplier to Kinetic 
  

The Supplier shall pay Kinetic monthly fees in the amount of 2.75% of the value of all purchases 
of the Deliverables made by the Purchasers during the month. Fees for each calendar month are 
payable by the 15th day of the following month, or when the invoice has been paid by the Kinetic 
member, whichever occurs the latest, and shall be accompanied by the Supplier’s Sales Report, 
as defined below in section 4.3.  Kinetic recovers its operating costs from its agreements through 
these monthly fees. The monthly fees from the resulting Master Agreement from  this RFSO and 
other Kinetic agreements are structured to support Kinetics’ financial model, while providing 
savings to Customers.   
 
The monthly fees shall be made to Kinetic via EFT on a monthly basis unless otherwise agreed to 
by Kinetic.   
 
HST when applicable to the monthly fee will be payable to Kinetic.  The monthly fees may be 
reviewed annually and may (at the sole discretion of Kinetic, be adjusted downwards.  The 
supplier shall be responsible for paying interest for late monthly payments. 
 
Upon termination or expiry of the Master Agreement, the supplier will submit all outstanding 
payments within thirty (30) days of the Master Agreement termination or expiry. 

 
4.1 Interest on Late Payment 

 
Any fees in arrears are subject to interest payable by the Supplier to Kinetic at the Bank of Canada’s 
prime rate, in effect on the date that the payment of the fees went into arrears.  
 

4.2 Monthly Sales Reports 
 
The Supplier shall provide Kinetic with an electronic accounting report, in a format prescribed by 
Kinetic, on a monthly basis summarizing all sales of Deliverables under the Standing Offer for the 
applicable month (“Sales Reports”).   
 
Sales Reports including all sales to Purchasers in each calendar month shall be provided by to 
Kinetic by the 15th day of the following month.  If there are no sales to report, the Supplier shall 
communicate that information via email. 
 
Failure to provide a monthly Sales Report within the time and manner specified herein shall 
constitute a material breach of this Master Agreement and if not cured within thirty (30) days of 
written notice to Supplier shall be deemed a cause for termination of the contract at Kinetic’s sole 
discretion. 

 
4.3 Marketing and Promotion of Master Agreement 
 
 Supplier shall be required to use reasonable commercial efforts to market its relationship with 

Kinetic GPO by, among other things, participating in a co-branded press release within thirty (30) 
days of contract award, publishing the award of contract on Supplier’s social media sites, 
consenting to the announcement by Kinetic of the award through applicable social media sites, 
publishing the relationship with Kinetic on Supplier’s company website with a link to the Kinetic 
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website, consenting to the publication of the relationship and use of Supplier’s logo on Kinetic’s 
website. 

 
4.4 Document Retention and Audit  

 
For seven (7) years after the Expiry Date or any date of termination of the Master Agreement, the 
Supplier shall maintain all necessary records to substantiate all charges and payments under all 
Purchaser Agreement. During the term of this Master Agreement, and for seven (7) years after the 
expiration or termination of this Master Agreement, the Supplier shall permit and assist Kinetic in 
conducting audits of the operations of the Supplier to verify all charges and payments under all 
Purchase Agreements. Kinetic shall provide the Supplier with at least ten (10) Business Days prior 
notice of its requirement for such audit. The Supplier’s obligations under this paragraph shall 
survive any termination or expiry of the Master Agreement. 

 
5.0 General Terms and Conditions Governing the Master Agreement 
 
5.1 Commercial General Liability Insurance 

The Supplier shall maintain commercial general liability insurance, naming Kinetic as an additional 
insured, in the minimum amount of 5 million dollars.  Where a Purchaser requests insurance over 
and above the 5 million dollars the additional amount requested will be at the sole cost of the 
Purchaser.  A certificate of insurance naming Kinetic as additional insured will be provided to 
Kinetic upon request. 

 
5.2 No Indemnities from Kinetic 

Any express or implied reference to Kinetic providing an indemnity or any other form of 
indebtedness or contingent liability that would directly or indirectly increase the indebtedness or 
contingent liabilities of Kinetic, whether at the time of execution of the Master Agreement or at 
any time during the term of the Master Agreement or the term of any Purchase Agreement, shall 
be void and of no legal effect. 
 

5.3 Failure to Enforce Not a Waiver 
Any failure by Kinetic to insist in one or more instances upon strict performance by the Supplier of 
any of the terms or conditions of the Master Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver by 
Kinetic of its right to require strict performance of any such terms or conditions, and the obligations 
of the Supplier with respect to such performance shall continue in full force and effect. 
 

5.4 Changes by Written Amendment Only 
Any changes to the Master Agreement shall be by written amendment signed by the Supplier and 
Kinetic. No changes shall be effective or shall be carried out in the absence of such an amendment.  

 
5.5 Notices by Prescribed Means 

Notices relating to the Master Agreement shall be in writing and shall be delivered by postage-
prepaid envelope, personal delivery or email and shall be addressed to, respectively, Kinetic 
Representative and to the Supplier Representative.  Notices shall be deemed to have been given: 
(a) in the case of postage-prepaid envelope, five (5) Business Days after such notice is mailed; or 
(b) in the case of personal delivery or email one (1) Business Day after such notice is received by 
the other party. In the event of a postal disruption, notices must be given by personal delivery or 
email.  Unless the parties expressly agree in writing to additional methods of notice, notices may 
only be provided by the methods contemplated in this paragraph.  
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5.6 Supplier’s Power to Contract  

The Supplier represents and warrants that it has the full right and power to enter into the Master 
Agreement and there is no agreement with any other Person which would in any way interfere 
with the rights of Kinetic.  

 
5.7 Supplier Not a Partner, Agent or Employee  

The Supplier shall have no power or authority to bind Kinetic or to assume or create any obligation 
or responsibility, express or implied, on behalf of Kinetic.  The Supplier shall not hold itself out as 
an agent, partner or employee of Kinetic.  Nothing in the Master Agreement shall have the effect 
of creating an employment, partnership or agency relationship between Kinetic and the Supplier 
or any of the Supplier’s directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, affiliates, volunteers or 
subcontractors.  

 
5.8 No Assignment 

The Supplier shall not assign the Master Agreement without the prior written consent of Kinetic. 
Such consent shall be in the discretion of Kinetic and subject to the terms and conditions that may 
be imposed by Kinetic.  
 

5.9 Duty to Disclose Change of Control 
In the event the Supplier undergoes a change in control the Supplier shall immediately disclose 
such change in control to Kinetic and shall comply with any terms and conditions subsequently 
prescribed by Kinetic resulting from the disclosure. 

 
5.10 Confidentiality and Promotion Restrictions 

Any publicity or publications related to the Master Agreement shall be at the sole discretion of 
Kinetic. The Supplier shall not make use of its association with Kinetic without the prior written 
consent of Kinetic. Without limiting the generality of this paragraph, the Supplier shall not, among 
other things, at any time directly or indirectly communicate with the media in relation to the 
Master Agreement unless it has first obtained the express written authorization to do so by Kinetic. 
 

5.11 Disclosure of Proposal and Contract to Members  
The Supplier acknowledges and understands that Kinetic is providing a service to its Members that 
includes, among other things, administering competitive solicitation processes, entering into 
contracts and supporting the Supplier’s supply of goods and services to Kinetic Members.  To the 
extent required by Kinetic to perform these services, the Supplier consents to the disclosure of the 
Supplier’s proposal and this Master Agreement to Members, including all pricing submitted by the 
Supplier.  Kinetic represents and warrants that, subject to applicable laws, each Member has 
agreed to maintain the confidentiality of such Supplier information as a condition of their 
membership.   

 
5.12 No Use of Insignia 

The Supplier shall not use any insignia or logo of Kinetic without Kinetic’s written authorization to 
do so. 
 

5.13 Immediate Termination 
Kinetic may immediately terminate the Master Agreement upon giving notice to the Supplier 
where (a) the Supplier is adjudged bankrupt, makes a general assignment for the benefit of its 
creditors or a receiver is appointed on account of the Supplier’s insolvency; (b) the Supplier, prior 
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to or after executing the Master Agreement, fails to disclose a conflict of interest, makes a material 
misrepresentation or omission or provides materially inaccurate information to Kinetic; (c) the 
Supplier undergoes a change in control which  adversely affects the Supplier’s ability to satisfy 
some or all of its obligations under the Master Agreement; (d) the Supplier assigns the Master 
Agreement without first obtaining the written approval of Kinetic; or (e) the Supplier’s acts or 
omissions constitute a substantial failure of performance and the above rights of termination are 
in addition to all other rights of termination available at law, or events of termination by operation 
of law.  

 
5.14 Dispute Resolution by Rectification Notice  

Subject to the above paragraph, where the Supplier fails to comply with any of its obligations under 
the Master Agreement, Kinetic may issue a rectification notice to the Supplier setting out the 
manner and timeframe for rectification.  Within seven (7) Business Days of receipt of that notice, 
the Supplier shall either: (a) comply with that rectification notice; or (b) provide a rectification plan 
satisfactory to Kinetic.  If the Supplier fails to either comply with that rectification notice or provide 
a satisfactory rectification plan, Kinetic may immediately terminate the Master Agreement. Where 
the Supplier has been given a prior rectification notice, the same subsequent type of non-
compliance by the Supplier shall allow Kinetic to immediately terminate the Master Agreement. 

 
5.15 Expiry and Extension of Master Agreement 

The Master Agreement shall expire on the original expiry date, unless Kinetic exercises its option 
to extend the Master Agreement, such extension to be upon the same terms (including the rates 
in effect at the time of extension), conditions and covenants contained herein. The option shall be 
exercisable Kinetic giving notice to the Supplier not less than thirty (30) days prior to the original 
expiry date. The notice shall set forth the precise duration of the extension. 

 
5.16 Supplier’s Obligations on Expiration or Termination 

The expiry or termination of the Master Agreement shall not relieve the Supplier of any of its 
obligations under any Purchase Agreement, whether entered into prior to or subsequent to the 
expiration or termination of the Master Agreement.  This paragraph shall survive any termination 
of the Master Agreement. 
 

6.0 Execution 

This Agreement may be executed and (i) delivered by facsimile transmission or (ii) scanned and 
delivered by electronic transmission, and when so executed and delivered, will be deemed an 
original. 

 
6.1 Negotiation 

The successful Respondent(s) will be invited to negotiate the negotiable terms of the Master 
Agreement and if agreement can be reached on the terms, the parties shall execute a Master 
Agreement. Kinetics’ intent is to finalize negotiations forty-five (45) calendar days after notification. 
At the end of the 45-day term, Kinetic has the right to stop negotiations and move on to the next 
highest scoring respondent. Respondents are advised that Kinetic has limited flexibility to 
negotiate the terms of the Master Agreement based on the provisions of the applicable trade 
agreements and Kinetics’ Negotiation Protocol which is available at kineticgpo.ca 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this Master Agreement as of the date written 
below. 

 
Kinetic GPO Inc. 

     Signature: _______________________ 

     Name: __________________________ 

     Title: ___________________________ 

     Date of Signature: ________________ 

    I have authority to bind the corporation. 

 

     [*Insert Supplier’s Full Legal Name*] 

     Signature: _______________________ 

     Name: __________________________ 

     Title: ___________________________ 

     Date of Signature: ________________ 

     I have authority to bind the Supplier. 
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RFSO 21-13 Learning Management Software Systems 
 
Vendor Details 
 

Company Name: 

   
Does your company conduct business under any other name? If yes, please state:  

 
 
 
 

Address: 
 

Program Contact: 
Email: 
Phone: 
Fax: 

HST, PST or QST#: 
 

Submission Details 
 

Created On: 
Submitted On: 
Submitted By: 
Email: 
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SCHEDULE 1  
 

STANDING OFFER 21-13 Learning Management Software Systems 
 

[*insert supplier’s full business name*] (the “Supplier”) was selected to establish this Standing Offer in 
accordance with a Request for Standing Offer – RFSO 21-13 issued by Kinetic GPO (“Kinetic”) for the 
potential provision of the goods and services described herein (the “Deliverables”) to Kinetic GPO 
members (the “Purchasers”). 
 
This Standing Offer will take effect on the [*insert date*] and will be in effect for a period of three (3) years, 
unless it is terminated earlier in accordance with the terms and conditions of the agreement between 
Kinetic and the Supplier or otherwise by operation of law, and may be extended for an additional term of 
two (2) years in accordance with the terms and conditions of the agreement between Kinetic and the 
Supplier. 

If and when a Purchaser requires the Deliverables during the term of the Standing Offer, the Purchaser 
may enter into an agreement with the Supplier for the purchase of the required Deliverables in accordance 
with the terms of this Standing Offer (the “Purchase Agreement”).  The Purchase Agreement may be in 
form of agreement attached hereto or in the form of a purchase order issued by the Purchaser to the 
Supplier, or any other form of agreement the Purchaser and Supplier may agree to use. 
 
The provision of the Deliverables by the Supplier to the Purchaser will be governed by the Standing Offer 
Terms and Conditions attached hereto and any specific requirement and supplementary terms and 
conditions set out in the Purchase Agreement. 

 
Deliverables, Rates and Specific Provisions 

 
A. Description of Deliverables 
  

Deliverables as described in RFSO 21-13 Learning Management Software Systems Exhibit A 
Statement of work, and Supplier’s completed Exhibit E Market basket form.  

 
B. Rates and Disbursements 
 

Rates to be as submitted in Exhibit E of RSFO 21-13 
 
C. Authorized Subcontractors, Distributors and Dealers 
 

As specified in the Suppliers Submission. 
 

D. Specific Provisions 
 

[*Insert any additional contract terms and conditions to form part of the Standing Offer. *]  
 
[*If other documents are incorporated by reference, include an Order of Precedence clause. *] 
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STANDING OFFER 21-13 Learning Management Software Systems  
Standing Offer Terms and Conditions 

 
Index 

 
Article 1 - Interpretation 
1.01 Defined Terms 
 
Article 2 - General Provisions 
2.01 No Indemnities from Purchaser 
2.02 Entire Contract 
2.03 Severability 
2.04 Failure to Enforce Not a Waiver 
2.05 Changes by Written Amendment Only 
2.06 Force Majeure 
2.07 Notices by Prescribed Means 
2.08 Governing Law  
 
Article 3 – Nature of Relationship Between 
Purchaser and Supplier  
3.01      Supplier’s Power to Contract 
3.02     Representatives May Bind Parties 
3.03 Supplier Not a Partner, Agent or Employee   
3.04 Non-Exclusive Contract, Work Volumes 
3.05 Responsibility of Supplier 
3.06 No Subcontracting or Assignment  
3.07 Duty to Disclose Change of Control  
3.08 Conflict of Interest 
3.09 Contract Binding 
 
Article 4 – Performance by Supplier 
4.01 Commencement of Performance 
4.02 Deliverables Warranty 
4.03 Compliance with Laws 
4.04 Shipment of Goods 
4.05 Use and Access Restrictions 
4.06 Notification by Supplier of Discrepancies 
4.07 Supplier to Comply with Reasonable Change 

Requests 
4.08 Pricing for Requested Changes 
4.09 Performance by Specified Individuals Only 
4.10 Time 
4.11 Purchaser Rights and Remedies & Supplier 

Obligations Not Limited to Contract 
 
Article 5 - Payment for Performance and Audit 
5.01 Payment According to Purchase Agreement 

Rates 
5.02 Hold Back or Set Off 
5.03 No Expenses or Additional Charges 
5.04 Payment of Taxes and Duties 
5.05 Withholding Tax 
5.06 Interest on Late Payment 
5.07 Document Retention and Audit 

 
Article 6 – Confidentiality 
6.01 Confidentiality and Promotion Restrictions 
6.02 Supplier’s Consent to Disclosure 
6.03 Purchaser Confidential Information 
6.04 Restrictions on Copying 
6.05 Notice of Breach 
6.06 Injunctive and Other Relief 
6.07 Notice and Protective Order 
6.08 Records and Compliance  
6.09 Survival 
 
Article 7 - Intellectual Property 
7.01 Purchaser Intellectual Property  
7.02 No Use of Purchaser Insignia  
7.03 Ownership of Intellectual Property 
7.04 Supplier’s Grant of License 
7.05 No Restrictive Material in Deliverables 
7.06 Supplier Representation and Warranty 

Regarding Third-Party Intellectual Property 
7.07 Survival 
 
Article 8 - Indemnity and Insurance  
8.01 Supplier Indemnity 
8.02 Insurance 
8.03 Proof of Insurance  
8.04 Workplace Safety and Insurance 
 
Article 9- Termination, Expiry and Extension 
9.01 Immediate Termination of Purchase 

Agreement 
9.02 Dispute Resolution by Rectification Notice 
9.03 Termination on Notice 
9.04 Supplier’s Obligations on Termination 
9.05 Supplier’s Payment Upon Termination 
9.06 Termination in Addition to other Rights 
9.07 Expiry and Extension of Purchase Agreement 
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ARTICLE 1 – INTERPRETATION  
 
1.01 Defined Terms 

 
When used in the Purchase Agreement, the following words or expressions have the 
following meanings: 
 
“Authority” means any government authority, agency, body or department, whether 
federal, provincial or municipal, having or claiming jurisdiction over the Purchase 
Agreement; and “Authorities” means all such authorities, agencies, bodies and 
departments; 
 
"Business Day" means any working day, Monday to Friday inclusive, but excluding 
statutory holidays and other days on which the Purchaser has elected to be closed for 
business; 

 
“Conflict of Interest” includes, but is not limited to, any situation or circumstance where 
(a) in relation to the procurement process, the Supplier had an unfair advantage or 
engaged in conduct, directly or indirectly, that may have given it an unfair advantage, 
including but not limited to (i) having access to information that is confidential to the 
Purchaser and not available to other bidders or proponents; (ii) communicating with any 
person with a view to influencing preferred treatment in the procurement process; or (iii) 
engaging in conduct that compromises or could be seen to compromise the integrity of 
the open and competitive procurement process; or (b) in relation to the performance of 
the Purchase Agreement, the Supplier’s other commitments, relationships or financial 
interests (i) could or could be seen to exercise an improper influence over the objective, 
unbiased and impartial exercise of its independent judgment; or (ii) could or could be 
seen to compromise, impair or be incompatible with the effective performance of its 
contractual obligations;  
 
“Deliverables” means everything developed for or provided to the Purchaser in the 
course of performing under the Purchase Agreement or agreed to be provided to the 
Purchaser under the Purchase Agreement by the Supplier or its directors, officers, 
employees, agents, partners, affiliates, volunteers or subcontractors, including but not 
limited to any goods or services or any and all Intellectual Property and any and all 
concepts, techniques, ideas, information, documentation and other materials, however 
recorded, developed or provided;  
 
“Effective Date” is as set out in the Purchase Agreement; 
 
“Information and Privacy Legislation” means any legislation and regulations dealing with 
freedom of information or access to information and protection of privacy that are 
applicable to the Purchaser; 
 
“Indemnified Parties” means the Purchaser and the Purchaser’s directors, officers, 
agents, employees and volunteers;  
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“Industry Standards” include, but are not limited to (a) the provision of any and all labour, 
supplies, equipment and other goods or services that are necessary and can reasonably 
be understood or inferred to be included within the scope of the Purchase Agreement or 
customarily furnished by Persons providing Deliverables of the type provided hereunder 
in similar situations in Canada and; (b) adherence to commonly accepted norms of ethical 
business practices, which shall include the Supplier establishing, and ensuring adherence 
to, precautions to prevent its employees or agents from providing or offering gifts or 
hospitality of greater than nominal value to any person acting on behalf of or employed 
by the Purchaser; 
 
“Intellectual Property” means any intellectual, industrial or other proprietary right of any 
type in any form protected or protectable under the laws of Canada, any foreign country, 
or any political subdivision of any country, including, without limitation, any intellectual, 
industrial or proprietary rights protected or protectable by legislation, by common law or 
at equity; 
 
“Newly Created Intellectual Property” means any Intellectual Property created by the 
Supplier in the course of performance of its obligations under the Purchase Agreement; 
 
“Person” if the context allows, includes any individuals, persons, firms, partnerships or 
corporations or any combination thereof; 
 
“Personal Information” means recorded information about an identifiable individual or 
that may identify an individual;  
 
 “Purchaser Confidential Information” means all information of the Purchaser that is of 
a confidential nature, including all confidential information in the custody or control of 
the Purchaser, regardless of whether it is identified as confidential or not, and whether 
recorded or not, and however fixed, stored, expressed or embodied, which comes into 
the knowledge, possession or control of the Supplier in connection with the Purchase 
Agreement.  For greater certainty, Purchaser Confidential Information shall: (a) include: 
(i) all new information derived at any time from any such information whether created by 
the Purchaser, the Supplier or any third-party; (ii) all information (including Personal 
Information) that the Purchaser is obliged, or has the discretion, not to disclose under 
provincial or federal legislation or otherwise at law; but (b) not include information that: 
(i) is or becomes generally available to the public without fault or breach on the part of 
the Supplier of any duty of confidentiality owed by the Supplier to the Purchaser or to any 
third-party; (ii) the Supplier can demonstrate to have been rightfully obtained by the 
Supplier, without any obligation of confidence, from a third-party who had the right to 
transfer or disclose it to the Supplier free of any obligation of confidence; (iii) the Supplier 
can demonstrate to have been rightfully known to or in the possession of the Supplier at 
the time of disclosure, free of any obligation of confidence when disclosed; or (iv) is 
independently developed by the Supplier; but the exclusions in this subparagraph shall in 
no way limit the meaning of Personal Information or the obligations attaching thereto 
under the Purchase Agreement or at law;  
 
“Purchaser Representative” is as set out in the Purchase Agreement; 
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“Proceeding” means any action, claim, demand, lawsuit, or other proceeding;  
 
“Rates” means the applicable price, in Canadian funds, to be charged for the applicable 
Deliverables, as set out in the Purchase Agreement; 
 
“Record”, for the purposes of the Purchase Agreement, means any recorded information, 
including any Personal Information, in any form: (a) provided by the Purchaser to the 
Supplier, or provided by the Supplier to the Purchaser, for the purposes of the Purchase 
Agreement; or (b) created by the Supplier in the performance of the Purchase Agreement;  
 
“Requirements of Law” mean all applicable requirements, laws, statutes, codes, acts, 
ordinances, orders, decrees, injunctions, by-laws, rules, regulations, official plans, 
permits, licenses, authorizations, directions, and agreements with all Authorities that now 
or at any time hereafter may be applicable to either the Purchase Agreement or the 
Deliverables or any part of them; 
 
“Supplier Representative” is as set out in the Purchase Agreement; 
 
 “Supplier’s Intellectual Property” means Intellectual Property owned by the Supplier 
prior to its performance under the Purchase Agreement or created by the Supplier during 
the Term of the Purchase Agreement independently of the performance of its obligations 
under the Purchase Agreement; 
 
“Term” is as set out in the Purchase Agreement; and 
 
“Third-Party Intellectual Property” means any Intellectual Property owned by a party 
other than the Purchaser or the Supplier. 
 
 

ARTICLE 2 – GENERAL TERMS 
 
2.01 No Indemnities from the Purchaser 

Notwithstanding anything else in the Purchase Agreement, any express or implied 
reference to the Purchaser providing an indemnity or any other form of indebtedness or 
contingent liability that would directly or indirectly increase the indebtedness or 
contingent liabilities of the Purchaser beyond the obligation to pay the Rates in respect 
of Deliverables accepted by the Purchaser, whether at the time of entering into the 
Purchase Agreement or at any time during the Term, shall be void and of no legal effect. 
  

2.02 Entire Contract   
The Purchase Agreement embodies the entire agreement between the parties with 
regard to the provision of the Deliverables and supersedes any prior understanding or 
agreement, collateral, oral or otherwise with respect to the provision of the Deliverables, 
existing between the parties at the Effective Date of the Purchase Agreement.  
  

2.03 Severability 
If any term or condition of the Purchase Agreement, or the application thereof to the 
parties or to any Persons or circumstances, is to any extent invalid or unenforceable, the 
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remainder of the Purchase Agreement, and the application of such term or condition to 
the parties, Persons or circumstances other than those to which it is held invalid or 
unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby. 
 

2.04 Failure to Enforce Not a Waiver 
Any failure by the Purchaser to insist in one or more instances upon strict performance 
by the Supplier of any of the terms or conditions of the Purchase Agreement shall not be 
construed as a waiver by the Purchaser of its right to require strict performance of any 
such terms or conditions, and the obligations of the Supplier with respect to such 
performance shall continue in full force and effect. 
 

2.05 Changes by Written Amendment Only 
Any changes to the Purchase Agreement shall be by written amendment signed by the 
parties. No changes shall be effective or shall be carried out in the absence of such an 
amendment. Any such written changes shall be included in the definition of Purchase 
Agreement.  

 
2.06 Force Majeure 

Neither party shall be liable for damages caused by delay or failure to perform its 
obligations under the Purchase Agreement where such delay or failure is caused by an 
event beyond its reasonable control.  The parties agree that an event shall not be 
considered beyond one’s reasonable control if a reasonable business person applying due 
diligence in the same or similar circumstances under the same or similar obligations as 
those contained in the Purchase Agreement would have put in place contingency plans to 
either materially mitigate or negate the effects of such event. Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, the parties agree that force majeure events shall include 
natural disasters and acts of war, insurrection and terrorism but shall not include 
shortages or delays relating to supplies or services.  If a party seeks to excuse itself from 
its obligations under the Purchase Agreement due to a force majeure event, that party 
shall immediately notify the other party of the delay or non-performance, the reason for 
such delay or non-performance and the anticipated period of delay or non-performance.  
If the anticipated or actual delay or non-performance exceeds fifteen (15) Business Days, 
the other party may immediately terminate the Purchase Agreement by giving notice of 
termination and such termination shall be in addition to the other rights and remedies of 
the terminating party under the Purchase Agreement, at law or in equity. 
 

2.07 Notices by Prescribed Means 
Notices shall be in writing and shall be delivered by postage-prepaid envelope, personal 
delivery or email and shall be addressed to, respectively, the Purchaser Representative 
and the Supplier Representative.  Notices shall be deemed to have been given: (a) in the 
case of postage-prepaid envelope, five (5) Business Days after such notice is mailed; or 
(b) in the case of personal delivery or email one (1) Business Day after such notice is 
received by the other party. In the event of a postal disruption, notices must be given by 
personal delivery or by email.  Unless the parties expressly agree in writing to additional 
methods of notice, notices may only be provided by the methods contemplated in this 
paragraph. 
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2.08 Governing Law 
The Purchase Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws 
of the province or territory in which the Purchaser is located and the federal laws of 
Canada applicable therein. 

 
 
ARTICLE 3 – NATURE OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PURCHASER AND SUPPLIER 
 
3.01 Supplier’s Power to Contract 

The Supplier represents and warrants that it has the full right and power to enter into the 
Purchase Agreement and there is no agreement with any other Person which would in 
any way interfere with the rights of the Purchaser under the Purchase Agreement. 
 

3.02 Representatives May Bind the Parties 
The parties represent that their respective representatives have the authority to legally 
bind them to the extent permissible by the Requirements of Law.  
 

3.03 Supplier Not a Partner, Agent or Employee  
The Supplier shall have no power or authority to bind the Purchaser or to assume or 
create any obligation or responsibility, express or implied, on behalf of the Purchaser.  The 
Supplier shall not hold itself out as an agent, partner or employee of the Purchaser.  
Nothing in the Purchase Agreement shall have the effect of creating an employment, 
partnership or agency relationship between the Purchaser and the Supplier or any of the 
Supplier’s directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, affiliates, volunteers or 
subcontractors.  
 

3.04 Non-Exclusive Contract, Work Volumes 
The Supplier acknowledges that it is providing the Deliverables to the Purchaser on a non-
exclusive basis.  The Purchaser makes no representation regarding the volume of goods 
and services required under the Purchase Agreement.  The Purchaser reserves the right 
to contract with other parties for the same or similar goods and services as those provided 
by the Supplier and reserves the right to obtain the same or similar goods and services 
internally. 

 
3.05 Responsibility of Supplier 

The Supplier agrees that it is liable for the acts and omissions of its directors, officers, 
employees, agents, partners, affiliates, volunteers and subcontractors.   This paragraph is 
in addition to any and all of the Supplier’s liabilities under the Purchase Agreement and 
under the general application of law. The Supplier shall advise these individuals and 
entities of their obligations under the Purchase Agreement and shall ensure their 
compliance with the applicable terms of the Purchase Agreement.  In addition to any 
other liabilities of the Supplier pursuant to the Purchase Agreement or otherwise at law 
or in equity, the Supplier shall be liable for all damages, costs, expenses, losses, claims or 
actions arising from any breach of the Purchase Agreement resulting from the actions of 
the above mentioned individuals and entities This paragraph shall survive the termination 
or expiry of the Purchase Agreement.    
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3.06 No Subcontracting or Assignment 
Unless specifically authorized under the Standing Offer, the Supplier shall not subcontract 
or assign the whole or any part of the Purchase Agreement or any monies due under it. 
Where authorized, every contract entered into by the Supplier with an authorized 
subcontractor shall adopt all of the terms and conditions of the Purchase Agreement as 
far as applicable to those parts of the Deliverables provided by the subcontractor. Nothing 
contained in the Purchase Agreement shall create a contractual relationship between any 
subcontractor or its directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, affiliates or 
volunteers and the Purchaser.  
 

3.07 Duty to Disclose Change of Control 
In the event the Supplier undergoes a change in control the Supplier shall immediately 
disclose such change in control to the Purchaser and shall comply with any terms and 
conditions subsequently prescribed by the Purchaser resulting from the disclosure. 
 

3.08 Conflict of Interest 
The Supplier shall: (a) avoid any Conflict of Interest in the performance of its contractual 
obligations; (b) disclose to the Purchaser without delay any actual or potential Conflict of 
Interest that arises during the performance of its contractual obligations; and (c) comply 
with any requirements prescribed by the Purchaser to resolve any Conflict of Interest.  In 
addition to all other contractual rights or rights available at law or in equity, the Purchaser 
may immediately terminate the Purchase Agreement upon giving notice to the Supplier 
where: (a) the Supplier fails to disclose an actual or potential Conflict of Interest; (b) the 
Supplier fails to comply with any requirements prescribed by the Purchaser to resolve a 
Conflict of Interest; or (c) the Supplier’s Conflict of Interest cannot be resolved to the 
satisfaction of the Purchaser. This paragraph shall survive any termination or expiry of the 
Purchase Agreement.  
 

3.09 Contract Binding 
The Purchase Agreement can be enforced by and is binding upon the parties and their 
successors, executors, administrators and their permitted assigns. 
 
 

ARTICLE 4 – PERFORMANCE BY SUPPLIER  
 
4.01 Commencement of Performance  

The Supplier shall commence performance upon receipt of written instructions from the 
Purchaser.  
 

4.02 Deliverables Warranty 
The Supplier hereby represents and warrants that the Deliverables (i) shall be provided 
fully and diligently in a professional and competent manner by persons qualified and 
skilled in their occupations; and (ii) shall be free from defects in material, workmanship 
and design, suitable for the purposes intended, in compliance with all applicable 
specifications and free from liens or encumbrance on title; and furthermore that all 
Deliverables shall be provided in accordance with: (a) the Purchase Agreement; (b) 
Industry Standards; and (c) Requirements of Law. If any of the Deliverables, in the opinion 
of the Purchaser, are inadequately provided or require corrections, the Supplier shall 
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forthwith make the necessary corrections at its own expense as specified by the 
Purchaser in a rectification notice. 
 

4.03 Compliance with Laws 
Without limiting the generality of section 4.02, the Supplier warrants and agrees that it 
has complied with and will comply with, and ensure that any subcontractors comply with, 
all applicable provincial and federal laws and regulations in relation to the goods and 
services to be supplied hereunder and in the performance of the Supplier’s obligations 
under the Purchase Agreement. The Supplier shall provide the Purchaser with evidence 
of the Supplier’s compliance with this section upon request by the Purchaser.  

 
4.04 Shipment of Goods 

To the extent that the Deliverables include the shipment of goods to the Purchaser, all 
such goods shall be Delivered Duty Paid (DDP) (Incoterms 2010) to the Purchaser’s place 
of business or such other location as may be specified in the Purchase Agreement.  No 
transportation or delivery charges of any kind, including, without limitation, packing, 
boxing, storage, cartage or customs brokerage charges, shall be paid by the Purchaser, 
unless specifically agreed by the Purchaser in writing.  The Deliverables will be suitably 
packed in such a manner as will ensure their safe transportation undamaged to their 
destination.  The Deliverables will remain at the risk of the Supplier until the Deliverables 
are received by the Purchaser.  Receipt of the Deliverables at the Purchaser’s location 
does not constitute acceptance of the Deliverables by the Purchaser.  The Deliverables 
are subject to the Purchaser’s inspection and acceptance within a reasonable period of 
time after delivery.  If any of the Deliverables, in the opinion of the Purchaser, are 
inadequately provided or require corrections, the Supplier shall make the necessary 
corrections at its own expense as specified by the Purchaser in a rectification notice.  

 
4.05 Use and Access Restrictions 

The Supplier acknowledges that unless it obtains specific written preauthorization from 
the Purchaser, any access to or use of the Purchaser property, technology or information 
that is not necessary for the performance of its contractual obligations with the Purchaser 
is strictly prohibited. The Supplier further acknowledges that the Purchaser may monitor 
the Supplier to ensure compliance with this paragraph. This paragraph is in addition to 
and shall not limit any other obligation or restriction placed upon the Supplier. 
 

4.06 Notification by Supplier of Discrepancies 
During the Term, the Supplier shall advise the Purchaser promptly of: (a) any 
contradictions, discrepancies or errors found or noted in the Purchase Agreement; (b) 
supplementary details, instructions or directions that do not correspond with those 
contained in the Purchase Agreement; and (c) any omissions or other faults that become 
evident and should be corrected in order to provide the Deliverables in accordance with 
the Purchase Agreement and Requirements of Law.  

 
4.07 Supplier to Comply with Reasonable Change Requests 

The Purchaser may, in writing, request changes to the Purchase Agreement, which may 
include altering, adding to, or deleting any of the Deliverables.  The Supplier shall comply 
with all reasonable Purchaser change requests and the performance of such request shall 
be in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Purchase Agreement.  If the 
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Supplier is unable to comply with the change request, it shall promptly notify the 
Purchaser and provide reasons for such non-compliance.  In any event, any such change 
request shall not be effective until a written amendment reflecting the change has been 
executed by the parties.  
  

4.08 Pricing for Requested Changes 
Where a Purchaser change request includes an increase in the scope of the previously 
contemplated Deliverables, the Purchaser shall set out, in its change request, the 
proposed prices for the contemplated changes.  Where the Rates in effect at the time of 
the change request (a) include pricing for the particular type of goods or services 
contemplated in the change request, the Supplier shall not unreasonably refuse to 
provide those goods or services at prices consistent with those Rates; or (b) are silent to 
the applicable price for the particular goods or services contemplated in the change 
request, the price shall be negotiated between the Purchaser and the Supplier within a 
reasonable period of time and in any event, such change request shall not become 
effective until a written amendment reflecting the change has been executed by the 
parties.   
 

4.09 Performance by Specified Individuals Only 
The Supplier agrees that to the extent that specific individuals are named in the Purchase 
Agreement as being responsible for the provision of the Deliverables, only those 
individuals shall provide the Deliverables under the Purchase Agreement.  The Supplier 
shall not replace or substitute any of the individuals named in the Purchase Agreement 
without the prior written approval of the Purchaser, which may not arbitrarily or 
unreasonably be withheld.  Should the Supplier require the substitution or replacement 
of any of the individuals named in the Purchase Agreement, it is understood and agreed 
that any proposed replacement must possess similar or greater qualifications than the 
individual named in the Purchase Agreement.  The Supplier shall not claim fees for any 
replacement individual greater than the Rates established under the Purchase 
Agreement.   
 

4.10 Time 
Time is of the essence. 
 

4.11 Purchaser Rights and Remedies and Supplier Obligations Not Limited to Contract 
The express rights and remedies of the Purchaser and obligations of the Supplier set out 
in the Purchase Agreement are in addition to and shall not limit any other rights and 
remedies available to the Purchaser or any other obligations of the Supplier at law or in 
equity.  
 

 
ARTICLE 5 – PAYMENT FOR PERFORMANCE AND AUDIT 
 
5.01 Payment According to Purchase Agreement Rates   

The Purchaser shall, subject to the Supplier’s compliance with the provisions of the 
Purchase Agreement, pay the Supplier for the Deliverables provided at the Rates 
established under the Purchase Agreement.   
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5.02 Hold Back or Set Off 
The Purchaser may hold back payment or set off against payment if, in the opinion of the 
Purchaser acting reasonably, the Supplier has failed to comply with any requirements of 
the Purchase Agreement. 
 

5.03 No Expenses or Additional Charges 
There shall be no other charges payable by the Purchaser under the Purchase Agreement 
to the Supplier other than the Rates established under the Purchase Agreement. 
 

5.04 Payment of Taxes and Duties 
Unless otherwise stated, the Supplier shall pay all applicable taxes, including excise taxes 
incurred by or on the Supplier's behalf with respect to the Purchase Agreement. The 
Supplier is responsible for knowing the tax laws applicable in each province and territory. 
 

5.05 Withholding Tax 
The Purchaser shall withhold any applicable withholding tax from amounts due and owing 
to the Supplier under the Purchase Agreement and shall remit it to the appropriate 
government in accordance with applicable tax laws. This paragraph shall survive any 
termination or expiry of the Purchase Agreement. 
 

5.06 Interest on Late Payment 
If a payment is in arrears through no fault of the Supplier, the interest charged by the 
Supplier, if any, for any late payment shall not exceed the Bank of Canada’s prime rate, in 
effect on the date that the payment went into arrears.  
 

5.07 Document Retention and Audit  
For seven (7) years after the Expiry Date or any date of termination of the Purchase 
Agreement, the Supplier shall maintain all necessary records to substantiate (a) all 
charges and payments under the Purchase Agreement and (b) that the Deliverables were 
provided in accordance with the Purchase Agreement and with Requirements of Law. 
During the Term, and for seven (7) years after the Term, the Supplier shall permit and 
assist the Purchaser in conducting audits of the operations of the Supplier to verify (a) 
and (b) above. The Purchaser shall provide the Supplier with at least ten (10) Business 
Days prior notice of its requirement for such audit. The Supplier’s obligations under this 
paragraph shall survive any termination or expiry of the Purchase Agreement. 

 
ARTICLE 6 – CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
6.01 Confidentiality and Promotion Restrictions 

Any publicity or publications related to the Purchase Agreement shall be at the sole 
discretion of the Purchaser. The Purchaser may, in its sole discretion, acknowledge the 
Deliverables provided by the Supplier in any such publicity or publication. The Supplier 
shall not make use of its association with the Purchaser without the prior written consent 
of the Purchaser.  Without limiting the generality of this paragraph, the Supplier shall not, 
among other things, at any time directly or indirectly communicate with the media in 
relation to the Purchase Agreement unless it has first obtained the express written 
authorization to do so by the Purchaser. 
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6.02 Supplier’s Consent to Disclosure 
In addition to any other disclosure rights and obligations the Purchaser may have in 
respect of any information provided by the Supplier to the Purchaser in connection with 
the Purchase Agreement, the Supplier consents to the Purchaser’s disclosure to Kinetic of 
all information related the Purchase Agreement, whether or not the Supplier may 
consider such information to be confidential.  
 

6.03 Purchaser Confidential Information  
During and following the Term, the Supplier shall: (a) keep all Purchaser Confidential 
Information confidential and secure; (b) limit the disclosure of Purchaser Confidential 
Information to only those of its directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, affiliates, 
volunteers or subcontractors  who have a need to know it for the purpose of providing 
the Deliverables and who have been specifically authorized to have such disclosure; (c) 
not directly or indirectly disclose, destroy, exploit or use any Purchaser Confidential 
Information (except for the purpose of providing the Deliverables, or except if required 
by order of a court or tribunal), without first obtaining: (i) the written consent of the 
Purchaser and (ii) in respect of any Purchaser Confidential Information about any third-
party, the written consent of such third-party; (d) provide Purchaser Confidential 
Information to the Purchaser on demand; and (e) return all Purchaser Confidential 
Information to the Purchaser before the end of the Term,  with no copy or portion kept 
by the Supplier. 
 

6.04 Restrictions on Copying 
The Supplier shall not copy any Purchaser Confidential Information, in whole or in part, 
unless copying is essential for the provision of the Deliverables. On each copy made by 
the Supplier, the Supplier must reproduce all notices which appear on the original. 
 

6.05 Notice of Breach 
The Supplier shall notify the Purchaser promptly upon the discovery of loss, 
unauthorized disclosure, unauthorized access or unauthorized use of Purchaser 
Confidential Information.  Upon request by the Supplier, the Member will provide 
specifics of the damage including photo’s and or inspection by the Supplier. 

 

6.06 Injunctive and Other Relief 
The Supplier acknowledges that breach of any provisions of this Article may cause 
irreparable harm to the Purchaser or to any third-party to whom the Purchaser owes a 
duty of confidence, and that the injury to the Purchaser or to any third-party may be 
difficult to calculate and inadequately compensable in damages. The Supplier agrees that 
the Purchaser is entitled to obtain injunctive relief (without proving any damage sustained 
by it or by any third-party) or any other remedy against any actual or potential breach of 
the provisions of this Article. 
 

6.07 Notice and Protective Order 
If the Supplier or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, affiliates, 
volunteers or subcontractors become legally compelled to disclose any Purchaser 
Confidential Information, the Supplier will provide the Purchaser with prompt notice to 
that effect in order to allow the Purchaser to seek one or more protective orders or other 
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appropriate remedies to prevent or limit such disclosure, and it shall co-operate with the 
Purchaser and its legal counsel to the fullest extent. If such protective orders or other 
remedies are not obtained, the Supplier will disclose only that portion of Purchaser 
Confidential Information which the Supplier is legally compelled to disclose, only to such 
person or persons to which the Supplier is legally compelled to disclose, and the Supplier 
shall provide notice to each such recipient (in co-operation with legal counsel for the 
Purchaser) that such Purchaser Confidential Information is confidential and subject to 
non-disclosure on terms and conditions equal to those contained in the Purchase 
Agreement and, if possible, shall obtain each recipient's written agreement to receive and 
use such Purchaser Confidential Information subject to those terms and conditions. 
 

6.08 Records and Compliance 
The Supplier acknowledges that Information and Privacy Legislation applies to all Records 
and may require the disclosure of such Records to third parties. Furthermore, the Supplier 
agrees (a) to keep Records secure; (b) to provide Records to the Purchaser within seven 
(7) calendar days of being directed to do so by the Purchaser for any reason including an 
access request or privacy issue; (c) not to access any Personal Information and Privacy 
Legislation and is necessary in order to provide the Deliverables; (d) not to directly or 
indirectly use, collect, disclose or destroy any Personal Information for any purposes that 
are not authorized by the Purchaser; (e) to ensure the security and integrity of Personal 
Information and keep it in a physically secure and separate location safe from loss, 
alteration, destruction or intermingling with other records and databases and to 
implement, use and maintain the most appropriate products, tools, measures and 
procedures to do so; (f) to restrict access to Personal Information to those of its directors, 
officers, employees, agents, partners, affiliates, volunteers or subcontractors  who have 
a need to know it for the purpose of providing the Deliverables and who have been 
specifically authorized by a Purchaser representative to have such access for the purpose 
of providing the Deliverables; (g) to implement other specific security measures that in 
the reasonable opinion of the Purchaser would improve the adequacy and effectiveness 
of the Supplier's measures to ensure the security and integrity of Personal Information 
and Records generally; and (h)  that any confidential information supplied to the 
Purchaser may be disclosed by the Purchaser where it is obligated to do so under 
Information and Privacy Legislation,  by an order of a court or tribunal or pursuant to a 
legal proceeding and the provisions of this paragraph shall prevail over any inconsistent 
provisions in the Purchase Agreement. 

 
6.09 Survival  

The provisions of this Article shall survive any termination or expiry of the Purchase 
Agreement. 
 
 

ARTICLE 7 – INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
 
7.01 Purchaser Intellectual Property 

The Supplier agrees that all Intellectual Property and every other right, title and interest 
in and to all concepts, techniques, ideas, information and materials, however recorded, 
(including images and data) provided by the Purchaser to the Supplier shall remain the 
sole property of the Purchaser at all times. 
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7.02 No Use of the Purchaser Insignia 

The Supplier shall not use any insignia or logo of the Purchaser except where required to 
provide the Deliverables, and only if it has received the prior written permission of the 
Purchaser to do so. 
 

7.03 Ownership of Intellectual Property 
The Purchaser shall be the sole owner of any Newly Created Intellectual Property. The 
Supplier irrevocably assigns to and in favour of the Purchaser and the Purchaser accepts 
every right, title and interest in and to all Newly Created Intellectual Property in the 
Deliverables, immediately following the creation thereof, for all time and irrevocably 
waives in favour of the Purchaser all rights of integrity and other moral rights to all Newly 
Created Intellectual Property in the Deliverables, immediately following the creation 
thereof, for all time.   To the extent that any of the Deliverables include, in whole or in 
part, the Supplier’s Intellectual Property, the Supplier grants to the Purchaser a licence to 
use that Supplier Intellectual Property in the manner contemplated in this Article, the 
total consideration for which shall be payment of the Rates to the Supplier by the 
Purchaser.  
 

 7.04 Supplier’s Grant of License 
For those parts of the Deliverables that are Supplier Intellectual Property, the Supplier 
grants to the Purchaser a perpetual, world-wide, non-exclusive, irrevocable, transferable, 
royalty free, fully paid up right and license: (a) to use, modify, reproduce and distribute, 
in any form, those Deliverables; and (b) to authorize other Persons, including agents, 
contractors or sub-contractors, to do any of the former on behalf of the Purchaser.  
 

7.05 No Restrictive Material in Deliverables   
The Supplier shall not incorporate into any Deliverables anything that would restrict the 
right of the Purchaser to modify, further develop or otherwise use the Deliverables in any 
way that the Purchaser deems necessary, or that would prevent the Purchaser from 
entering into any contract with any contractor other than the Supplier for the 
modification, further development of or other use of the Deliverables. 
 

7.06 Supplier Representation and Warranty Regarding Third-Party Intellectual Property 
The Supplier represents and warrants that the provision of the Deliverables shall not 
infringe or induce the infringement of any Third-Party Intellectual Property rights.  The 
Supplier further represents and warrants that it has obtained assurances with respect to 
any Supplier Intellectual Property and Third-Party Intellectual Property that any rights of 
integrity or any other moral rights associated therewith have been waived. 
 

7.07 Survival 
The obligations contained in this Article shall survive the termination or expiry of the 
Purchase Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 8 – INDEMNITIES AND INSURANCE 
 
8.01 Supplier Indemnity  

The Supplier hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Indemnified Parties from 
and against any and all liability, loss, costs, damages and expenses (including legal, expert 
and consultant fees), causes of action, actions, claims, demands, lawsuits or other 
proceedings, (collectively, “Claims”), by whomever made, sustained, incurred, brought or 
prosecuted, including for breaches of confidentiality or privacy or Intellectual Property 
rights or for third party bodily injury (including death), personal injury and property 
damage, in any way based upon, occasioned by or attributable to anything done or 
omitted to be done by the Supplier, its subcontractors or their respective directors, 
officers, agents, employees, partners, affiliates, volunteers or independent contractors in 
the course of performance of the Supplier’s obligations under, or otherwise in connection 
with, the Purchase Agreement.  The Supplier further agrees to indemnify and hold 
harmless the Indemnified Parties for any incidental, indirect, special or consequential 
damages, or any loss of use, revenue or profit, by any person, entity or organization, 
including, without limitation, the Purchaser, claimed or resulting from such Claims. The 
obligations contained in this paragraph shall survive the termination or expiry of the 
Purchase Agreement. 

 
8.02 Insurance  

In addition to any insurance requirements set out in the Purchase Agreement, the 
Supplier hereby agrees to put in effect and maintain insurance for the Term, at its own 
cost and expense, with insurers having a secure A.M. Best rating of B + or greater, or the 
equivalent, all the necessary and appropriate insurance that a prudent person in the 
business of the Supplier would maintain including, but not limited to, the following:  

 
(a) commercial general liability insurance on an occurrence basis for third party 

bodily injury, personal injury and property damage, to an inclusive limit of not 
less than $5,000,000 per occurrence and including products and completed 
operations liability. The policy is to include the following: 

 

• the Purchaser as an additional named insured with respect to liability 
arising in the course of performance of the Supplier’s obligations under, 
or otherwise in connection with, the Purchase Agreement 

• contractual liability coverage 

• cross-liability and severability of interest’s clause 

• employer’s liability coverage  

• 30-day written notice of cancellation, termination or material change 

• tenant’s legal liability coverage (if applicable and with suitable sub-limits) 

• non-owned automobile coverage with blanket contractual coverage for 
hired automobiles 

 
8.03 Proof of Insurance  

The Supplier shall provide the Purchaser with proof of the insurance required by the 
Purchase Agreement in the form of valid certificates of insurance that reference the 
Purchase Agreement and confirm the required coverage.  The Supplier shall provide the 
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Purchaser with renewal replacements on or before the expiry of any such insurance.  
Upon the request of the Purchaser, a copy of each insurance policy shall be made 
available to it.  The Supplier shall ensure that each of its subcontractors obtains all the 
necessary and appropriate insurance that a prudent person in the business of the 
subcontractor would maintain and that the Purchaser and Indemnified Parties are named 
as additional insured with respect to any liability arising in the course of performance of 
the subcontractor's obligations under the subcontract for the provision of the 
Deliverables.  
 

8.04 Workplace Safety and Insurance  
The Supplier warrants and agrees that it has complied and will comply with all applicable 
workplace safety and insurance laws and regulations and, if applicable will provide proof 
of valid coverage by means of a current clearance certificate to the Purchaser upon 
request. The Supplier covenants and agrees to pay when due, and to ensure that each of 
its subcontractors pays when due, all amounts required to be paid by it and its 
subcontractors under all applicable workplace safety and insurance laws and regulations 
during the Term.  The Supplier further agrees to indemnify the Kinetic Members for any 
and all liability, loss, costs, damages and expenses (including legal fees) or other charges 
in connection with the Supplier’s failure to comply with any applicable workplace safety 
and insurance laws or related to the Supplier’s status with any workplace safety and 
insurance board or body. 

 
 
ARTICLE 9 – TERMINATION, EXPIRY AND EXTENSION 
 
9.01 Immediate Termination of Purchase Agreement  

The Purchaser may immediately terminate the Purchase Agreement upon giving notice 
to the Supplier where (a) the Supplier is adjudged bankrupt, makes a general assignment 
for the benefit of its creditors or a receiver is appointed on account of the Supplier’s 
insolvency; (b) the Supplier breaches any provision in Article 6 (Confidentiality); (c) the 
Supplier breaches the Conflict of Interest paragraph in Article 3 (Nature of Relationship 
Between Purchaser and Supplier); (d) the Supplier, prior to or after entering into the 
Purchase Agreement, makes a material misrepresentation or omission or provides 
materially inaccurate information to the Purchaser; (e) the Supplier undergoes a change 
in control which  adversely affects the Supplier’s ability to satisfy some or all of its 
obligations under the Purchase Agreement; (f) the Supplier subcontracts for the provision 
of part or all of the Deliverables or assigns the Purchase Agreement without first obtaining 
the written approval of the Purchaser; or (g) the Supplier’s acts or omissions constitute a 
substantial failure of performance and the above rights of termination are in addition to 
all other rights of termination available at law, or events of termination by operation of 
law. 
 

9.02 Dispute Resolution by Rectification Notice  
Subject to the above paragraph, where the Supplier fails to comply with any of its 
obligations under the Purchase Agreement, the Purchaser may issue a rectification notice 
to the Supplier setting out the manner and timeframe for rectification.  Within seven (7) 
Business Days of receipt of that notice, the Supplier shall either: (a) comply with that 
rectification notice; or (b) provide a rectification plan satisfactory to the Purchaser.  If the 
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Supplier fails to either comply with that rectification notice or provide a satisfactory 
rectification plan, the Purchaser may immediately terminate the Purchase Agreement. 
Where the Supplier has been given a prior rectification notice, the same subsequent type 
of non-compliance by the Supplier shall allow the Purchaser to immediately terminate the 
Purchase Agreement. 
 

9.03 Termination on Notice  
The Purchaser reserves the right to terminate the Purchase Agreement, without cause, 
upon thirty (30) calendar days prior notice to the Supplier.  
 

9.04 Supplier’s Obligations on Termination  
On termination of the Purchase Agreement, the Supplier shall, in addition to its other 
obligations under the Purchase Agreement and at law (a) at the request of the Purchaser, 
provide the Purchaser with any completed or partially completed Deliverables; (b) 
provide the Purchaser with a report detailing: (i) the current state of the provision of 
Deliverables by the Supplier at the date of termination; and (ii) any other information 
requested by the Purchaser pertaining to the provision of the Deliverables and 
performance of the Purchase Agreement; (c) execute such documentation as may be 
required by the Purchaser to give effect to the termination of the Purchase Agreement; 
and (d) comply with any other instructions provided by the Purchaser, including but not 
limited to instructions for facilitating the transfer of its obligations to another Person. This 
paragraph shall survive any termination of the Purchase Agreement. 
 

9.05 Supplier’s Payment Upon Termination  
On termination of the Purchase Agreement, the Purchaser shall only be responsible for 
the payment of the Deliverables provided under the Purchase Agreement up to and 
including the effective date of any termination.  Termination shall not relieve the Supplier 
of its warranties and other responsibilities relating to the Deliverables performed or 
money paid.  In addition to its other rights of hold back or set off, the Purchaser may hold 
back payment or set off against any payments owed if the Supplier fails to comply with 
its obligations on termination. 
 

9.06 Termination in Addition to Other Rights 
The express rights of termination in the Purchase Agreement are in addition to and shall 
in no way limit any rights or remedies of the Purchaser under the Purchase Agreement, 
at law or in equity. 
 

9.07 Expiry and Extension of Purchase Agreement 
The Purchase Agreement shall expire on the original Expiry Date, unless the Purchaser 
exercises its option to extend the Purchase Agreement, such extension to be upon the 
same terms (including the Rates in effect at the time of extension), conditions and 
covenants contained in the Purchase Agreement. The option shall be exercisable by the 
Purchaser giving notice to the Supplier not less than thirty (30) days prior to the original 
Expiry Date. The notice shall set forth the precise duration of the extension. 
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STANDING OFFER 21-13 Learning Management Software Systems 
Form of Purchase Agreement 

 
For the purchase of Deliverables under the Standing Offer, the Purchaser and the Supplier may 
enter into a Purchase Agreement in accordance with the following form: 
 
 
 

PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
 
BETWEEN: 
 

[*INSERT FULL LEGAL NAME OF THE GPO MEMBER*] 
 

 (referred to as the “Purchaser”) 
 

 
AND: 
 

[*LEGAL NAME OF SUPPLIER*] 
 

(referred to as the “Supplier”) 
 
 
WHEREAS, the Purchaser is a member of Kinetic GPO (“Kinetic”);  
 
WHEREAS, Kinetic and the Supplier have entered into an agreement to establish Standing Offer 
21-13 Learning Management Software Systems (the “Standing Offer”) for the supply of the 
Deliverables by the Supplier to Kinetic’s members; 
 
AND WHEREAS, the Supplier has agreed to provide the particular Deliverables described herein 
to the Purchaser pursuant to the terms of the Standing Offer and the terms set out below;  
 
NOW THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 
 
Article 1 – Terms and Conditions 

 
This Purchase Agreement is made pursuant to the Standing Offer and is governed by the terms 
and conditions contained herein, including Appendix A of this Purchase Agreement, and the 
Standing Offer Terms and Conditions set out in the Standing Offer.  
 
In the event of any ambiguity, conflict or inconsistency between them, the terms and conditions 
expressly set out in this Purchase Agreement, including Appendix A, shall take precedence over 
the Standing Offer Terms and Conditions. 
 
 
 
Article 2 - Term of Purchase Agreement 
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This Purchase Agreement shall take effect on the [*insert date*] (the "Effective Date”) and shall 
be in effect for a period of [*insert # of years or months] (the “Term”), with an option in favour of 
the Purchaser to extend the term for an additional period of [*insert extension period, if 
applicable, or revise this language as necessary*], unless it is terminated earlier in accordance 
with the terms of the Purchase Agreement or otherwise by operation of law. 
 
If the Standing Offer expires or is terminated prior to the expiration or termination of this 
Purchase Agreement, the Purchase Agreement shall survive the expiration or termination of the 
Standing Offer. 
 
Article 3 – Representatives 

The Supplier Representative and Purchaser Representative shall represent the respective parties 
for the purposes of the Purchase Agreement: 
 
The Purchaser Representative and contact information for the Purchase Agreement is: 
 

[*insert name and title of the Purchaser’s representative and contact details, including mailing 
address and email address*] 
 

The Supplier Representative and contact information for the Purchase Agreement is: 
 

[*insert name and title of Supplier representative and contact details, including mailing 
address and email address*] 

 
Article 4 – Performance and Payment 

The Supplier agrees to provide the Deliverables to the Purchaser as described in the Standing 
Offer and as more particularly specified in Appendix A to this Purchase Agreement (“Appendix A”) 
for the Rates not to exceed those established under the Standing Offer and as more particularly 
specified in Appendix A.  The Supplier will invoice the Purchaser for the Deliverables provided 
under this Purchase Agreement in accordance with the payment terms set out in Appendix A. 
 
The Supplier and Purchaser acknowledge that Kinetic, shall not be responsible for the payment of 
any Deliverables or for any liability arising out of the provision of the Deliverables or failure to 
provide any Deliverables.  
 
Article 5 - Execution 

 
This Agreement may be executed and (i) delivered by facsimile transmission or (ii) scanned and 
delivered by electronic transmission, and when so executed and delivered, will be deemed an 
original. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date written 
below. 
 

[Purchaser’s Full Legal Name] 
 

    Signature: _______________________ 

     Name: __________________________ 

     Title: ___________________________ 

     Date of Signature: ________________ 

I have the authority to bind the Purchaser. 
 

 
[Supplier’s Full Legal Name]   
 

    Signature: _______________________ 

     Name: __________________________ 

     Title: ___________________________ 

     Date of Signature: ________________ 

I have authority to bind the Supplier. 
 
 
[Suppliers Key Contact (s) for this contract] 
 
Name: 
Email: 
Phone: 
 
Name: 
Email: 
Phone: 
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Appendix A to the Purchase Agreement 
 

 
A. Description of Deliverables 
 

Supply and delivery of Learning Management Software Systems 
Include for example: 
 
• description of specific Deliverables to be provided, reference can be made to the 

description set out in the Standing Offer, as appropriate  
• location Deliverables are to be provided 
• milestones, dates, time lines 
• identify any particular personnel to be used by the Supplier, including any authorized 

subcontractors, distributors or dealers 
• identify any specific reporting requirements 

 
B. Rates and Disbursements 

 
Pricing to be as per Exhibit E submitted with RFSO 21-13 
 
Provide detail for: 
 
• Rates as per Standing Offer OR indicate if any reduction from the Standing Offer 

pricing has been agreed upon 
 

• Ceiling cost limit for Purchase Agreement, if applicable: “Notwithstanding anything 
else in the Purchase Agreement, the total amount payable by the Purchaser to the 
Supplier under the Purchase Agreement shall not exceed [*insert maximum contract 
amount*] ($xxx).”  

 
C. Payment Terms 
 

See 4.1 in the terms and conditions in the Master Agreement 
 
[*insert payment terms (i.e. invoice requirements, full payment upon acceptance, 
progress payments, etc.) *] 

 
D. Supplementary Terms and Conditions 
 

[*include any additional terms and conditions not already addressed in the Standing 
Offer Terms and Conditions, such as specific performance requirements, applicable 
policies, additional insurance requirements or performance security*] 
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 EXHIBIT C – EVALUATION PROCESS 
 

1. Mandatory Submission Requirements   
 

Each Proposal must include a Mandatory Submission Form (See Form 1 in the bid package) 
completed and signed by an authorized representative of the Respondent.  Kinetic will accept 
electronic signatures as valid signatures. A failure to include the Mandatory Submission Form 
may be rectified using the rectification process set out in this RFSO. 
 

2. General Submission Proposal Requirements 
 

Proposals should include thorough details to allow for a comprehensive evaluation of Proposals 
based on the Evaluation Criteria disclosed under Exhibit C as well as a description of how your 
offerings meets the requirements set forth in the scope of work of this RFSO.  
 
All product catalogues and price lists to be uploaded as a separate attachment and not attached 
to your proposal submission. 
 

Documents are not to be embedded within uploaded files or hyperlinks, as they will not 
be looked at or evaluated. 

In determining the level of detail to submit for evaluation, refer to the following evaluation 
criteria breakdown (the points breakdown can be found under the section following titled 
“EVALUATION”): 
 
GENERAL COMPANY BACKGROUND – 60 POINTS  

 
I. Company-Location (10 Points) 

1. Respondent to list the locations supplier can assign to service GPO Member accounts.  

(Form 1 Section 2 to be completed) 

 

2. Respondent to complete Schedule G listing any Subcontract Consultants that would 

be assigned to this contract. 

II Past Experience (10 Points) 
 

1.Respondent to provide a Company overview highlighting the history, number of years in 
business. 

 

2. Describe your company’s implementation Number, Relevance, and applicability of 
experience working with the government sector and/or Government Purchasing 
Organizations and/or Government Purchasing Cooperatives implementing similar 
equipment supply programs with Broader Public Sector entities 
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III Size of Company and Specific Company Experience (10 Points)   
 

Provide a company overview highlighting the history, location of your corporate 
headquarters, number of years in business, average number of full time and part 
employees, # of branch offices, and any other relevant corporate information. 

 
List the total number of sales representatives employed by your organization in Canada, 
broken down by market. 

 
Provide your company’s overall global sales for each of the following years: 
 

1. 2020: ____________ 
2. 2019: ____________ 
3. 2018: ____________ 

 
Provide your company’s overall Canadian sales for each of the following years. Sales 
should be segmented as follows: 

 

Supplier Annual Sales in Canada for 2018, 2019, 2020 

Segment 2018 Sales 2019 Sales 2020 Sales 

Cities       

Counties       

K-12 (Public/Private)       

Universities       

Provinces       

Hospitals/Health Care       

Other Public Sector & Nonprofits       

Federal       

Private Sector       

Total Supplier Sales       

 
IV Team Experience (10 Points)  
 
Respondent to provide a list of key staff and Sub Contractor Consultants  assigned to this contract 
including the roles and responsibilities of the Respondent and any of its agents, employees and 
Subcontractor Consultants  who will be involved in providing the Deliverables, together with the 
identity of those who will be performing those roles and their relevant respective expertise 
including resumes or biography describing each persons experience and qualifications as well as  
the % of time key team members are assigned to this contract. 

Provide the name, title, email and phone number for the person(s), who will be 
responsible for: 
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Role Description of Role Person Responsible 
and Title 

Contact Info 

Executive Sponsor Responsible for the 
corporate 
commitment.  Works 
with the Kinetic GPO 
Executive Team 

  

National Account 
Manager 

Responsible for sales 
efforts and training of 
sales team across the 
country, Works daily 
with the Kinetic GPO 
Business 
Development 
Managers 

  

Marketing Lead Responsible for all 
marketing efforts.  
Works with Kinetic 
GPO marketing 
regularly 

  

IT Lead  Responsible for 
building and 
maintaining Kinetic 
GPO landing page for 
supplier 

  

Financial Reporting Responsible for 
providing monthly 
reports to Kinetic 
GPO 

  

 

V References (10 Points)  
 
Respondent to provide a minimum of 3 customer references relevant to the size and scope of 
products being provided to clients who have obtained services similar to those requested in this 
RFSO from the supplier in the last 3 years. Information to be completed in Exhibit D (Reference 
Form). 
 
VI Financial (10 Points)  
 
Respondent to provide banking or other suitable documentation that proves the financial stability 
of the Company. Where financial statements are not available, please submit a letter from your 
banking institution. 
 
VII Service Provision Process (60 Points) 

 
• Describe your authorized partnerships with cloud providers, cloud services and 

cloud consumption capabilities 
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• Provide a description of the level of separation the components and data have 

with other customers. 

• Describe how application releases are implemented, how often they are released 

and if there is an option to opt-out  

• Describe how data would be exported to the Public Agency 

• Describe how the system would integrate with existing systems 

• Describe your notification procedure for any planned or unplanned maintenance 

• Describe your application support 

• Describe your data archival and records retention policies 

• Describe your web security components and how data is protected 

• Describe your customer training plan and process 

• Describe your implementation process from beginning of project until completion 

 

VIII Project Support (20 Points) 
 
a) Structure of Contract Support 

 
Respondent to provide an organizational chart which clearly defines the structure in 
which this contract will be supported. 
 

b) Customer Service Support 
 

1.Respondent to provide the days and hours that customer service support is available, 
proposal times for emergency orders and service levels by regions that are going to be 
covered. 
2. Identify the company’s standard delivery time, and any options for expediting delivery 
of services 
3.Respondent to provide a description of the online support available. 
4.Describe in detail the process that shall be used to ensure adequate service 
representatives will be available. 
5.Respondent to detail availability of any bilingual or French speaking customer service 
support staff. 

IX  Performance Capability (160 Points)  

 
1. Respondent to provide a description of how it will ensure compliance with the contract and 

the pricing submitted. For example, an audit of pricing charged to the GPO Members done on 

an annual basis to confirm that the prices charged to the GPO Members are the same prices as 

those that were submitted in the RFSO response.  Level of detail provided to be by Qlik or 

Tableau or equivalent commercially available software applications. Respondent to also 

describe how it will provide monthly sales reports and detail included. 

  

2. Respondent to provide a detailed GPO Member onboarding process plan including details for 

bringing on members to the Kinetic GPO Contract as well as any existing customers the 

supplier may have that are Kinetic GPO members.  
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3. Respondent to provide a GPO member service/problem resolution plan (copy of your 

standard service level agreement to be included with submission).  Respondent to detail how 

your organization addresses and resolves customer problems and complaints, service, or 

billing. This should include timelines and escalation measures. 

4. Respondent to provide a written description of the process used for formalized quarterly 

business review with Kinetic GPO members (i.e., Usage, cost savings opportunities). 

 

X Quality (20 Points) 

 

1. Describe your company’s quality control processes from point of order through delivery of the 
service and methodologies to ensure compliance with specifications and industry standards.  
State how a plan will be developed for the work performed for Participating Public Agencies.    
 
2. Describe any service guarantees, warranties offered by the Contractor.  

XI Value Add (145 Points)  

1.Respondent to provide a Marketing plan to promote this agreement (outline schedule and 

roll out). Please refer to Schedule A (Statement of Work), section 21, Sales Commitment. 

Outline your company’s plan for marketing the Products to Broader Public Sector and MASH 
entities nationwide to existing Public Agency customers of your company as well as to 
prospective Public Agencies immediately upon award.  

 
A.  Describe how your company will transition any existing Public Agency customers 

‘accounts to the Master Agreement  

1 Respondents are encouraged to provide examples of collateral pieces that 
have been utilized for broader public sector entities and other North 
American cooperative programs, if applicable.   

2 Respondents to identify if they are capable of supplying marketing and 
support material to our members in French. 

3 List any trade shows, conferences, associations, and/or trade publications 
that your organization plans to promote the Master Agreement to.  

4 Respondents to provide a role out schedule and an estimated dollar value 
potential for the contract. 

5 Provide a narrative of how salespeople would be trained and used to 
market the contract to eligible agencies across the country. Please 
describe what you have in place today and your future plans, if you were 
awarded the contract. 

 
B. Explain how your company will educate and train its national sales force and/or 

dealer network about the Master Agreement. 

2.Sustainability and Environmental Program: 

a. Policies: Efforts and policies pertaining to green and sustainability.  
b. Products: Impact on service offerings.  
c. Distribution: Impact on distribution process.  
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Certifications: The industry recognized certifications and standards obtained and 
those represented through its catalog of services. Please indicate if you have any 
services in your offering that have any third-party environmental certifications.   

 Innovative investments -Detail any innovative ways that your organization helps to 
reduce carbon footprint, usage, waste etc. 

 

Respondent to describe (both their process and the Subcontractor 

Consultants) their environmental performance including but not limited to the 

following (please identify if the initiatives or certifications etc. are yours or your 

distributor/manufacture’s): 

 

• Environmental activities the Supplier participates in (e.g., fair-trade 

practices, recycled content, carbon footprint reduction 

• The Supplier’s communication strategies to use with Members that will 

enforce sustainability. 

• Applicable quality assurance program certificates the Supplier posses (e.g., 

ISO 14004 or equivalent). 

• Environmental initiatives and associated implementation timelines, as 

applicable 

• Relevant social responsibility plan and/or initiatives with implementation 

timelines, as applicable 

Any environmental considerations such as increased energy/savings, 

greenhouse gas reductions and donation programs 

• Describe your company’s process for defining, verifying, and labeling 
green/sustainable products and services in your offering 

• Explain how you help public agencies navigate toward the green products in your offering 
through website filters, keyword searches, displaying eco-logos, etc. 

• Describe your company’s recycling programs 
 

Kinetic GPO is dedicated to fostering the continued development and economic growth of 
small, minority, veteran and women owned businesses. To this end small, minority, veteran 
and women owned business enterprises are encouraged to participate in this procurement 
process. Please identify if your company has a Supplier Diversity Program?  If so, describe 
efforts your company has made to increase business with women, minority and service-
disabled veteran-owned businesses (i.e. does your company have a policy statement, 
participate in outreach activities, promote diverse firm subcontracting, publicize contract 
opportunities, provide certification assistance, etc.?)  Please provide examples. 

 
 

3. Technology advancement: Detail any technology advancements or investments your company 
has made to better serve the end customer including emerging energy saving trends  

4. Additional Products or Services: Describe in detail any additional services, solutions, products, 

or services offered.  

5. Respondent to provide detail regarding their ability to provide any additional savings, value, or 

benefits to Kinetic and its members (outline specifics). 
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6. Describe the capacity of your company to broaden the scope of the contract and keep the 
service offerings current and ensure that research standards, and technology are offered. 
Describe any special programs that your company offers that will improve customers’ ability to 
access services, on-time delivery, or other innovative strategies. 
 
7.Describe any special programs that company offers that will improve customers’ ability to 
access services, or other innovative strategies that differentiate them from competitors -5 points 
 
XII Range and Number Services (40 Points) 
 
Provide a description of the Services and Solutions to be provided by the major product 
category set forth in Section III, Scope Requirements of the RFSO. The primary objective is for 
each Proposer to provide its complete service, and solutions offerings so that Participating 
Public Agencies may order a range of services as appropriate for their needs. Include any 
services that are specific to a certain Broader Public Sector entity type such as Healthcare or 
Municipalities. Include basic capabilities your organization provides, as well as any expanded 
service options. Examples of expanded service include but are not limited to those listed in item 
4 above. 
 
XIII Pricing (145 Points)   
 
a. Product Pricing:  Provide the pricing for all services offered using a fixed percentage (%) 

discount off a Standard Price List or other objectively verifiable criteria.  

b. Provide copies of the Standard Price List or other objectively verifiable criteria.  

 

c. Provide pricing for all services offered using a fixed percentage % discount. 

 

d. Related Services:  Provide pricing for any proposed additional services you wish to be 

considered.   

e. Volume Discounts or Rebates:  Please include any volume discounts or rebates offered by 

Proposer to Participating Broader Public Sector Entities.  

f.  Describe any shipping charges. Delivery and set up may be priced by region, zone or 

other categorization provided pricing is submitted as an hourly rate. Basic and Expanded 

Service set up must be priced.  

g. Respondent commits the not-to-exceed pricing provided under the Master Agreement 
pricing is its lowest available (net to buyer) to Public Agencies nationwide and further 
commits that if a Participating Public Agency is eligible for lower pricing through a 
national, regional or local or cooperative contract, the Supplier will match such 
lower pricing to that Participating Public Agency under the Master Agreement. 
 

h. Describe lease/rental options available including financing information. 

 
i. Describe how future product introductions will be priced and align with Contract pricing 
proposed. 
 
j. Offerors shall provide pricing per teacher and per student or may choose Tier pricing.  
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k. Proposed pricing shall include license, installation, service, warranty, maintenance, and any 

other applicable technical and associated cost. 
 
l. Describe Offeror’s invoicing process. Include payment terms and acceptable methods of 
payments. Offerors shall describe any associated fees pertaining to credit cards/p-cards. 
 

EVALUATION 

Mandatory Submission Form   

Each Proposal must include a Mandatory Submission Form (See Form 1 in the bid package) 
completed and signed by an authorized representative of the Respondent.   

Rated Technical Evaluation  
 
Technical Proposals will be evaluated based on the following criteria and weightings:  
 
The following is an overview of the point allocation and minimum score requirements for the 
applicable technical proposal component of this RFSO.  Respondents must achieve an overall 
minimum technical score of 70% to proceed to a review of the pricing proposal submitted 

Evaluation Criteria  

General Company Background Experience 60 points  

I Location of Supplier — 10 points 

Number and suitability of locations supplier can assign to service GPO Member accounts.  

(Form 1 Section 2 to be completed) 

10 points — full geographic coverage (including full coverage across Provinces) 
9 points – full geographic coverage (not full coverage across Provinces) 
7-8 points — exceeds 80% but less than 100% geographic coverage 
6-5points— exceeds 70% but less than 80%geographic coverage 
4-3-4points— exceeds 50% but less than 70% geographic coverage 
2-0 points — less than 50% geographic coverage 

II Past Experience — 10 points 

 
Number, Relevance, and applicability of experience working with the government sector 
and/or Government Purchasing Organizations and/or Government Purchasing 
Cooperatives implementing similar equipment supply programs with Broader Public 
Sector entities  
 

10 points — experience with more than 5 purchasing cooperatives and or GPOs plus 

government sector 

8-9 points — experience with 3 but less than 5 purchasing co-operatives or GPOs 

plus government sector 
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6-7 points — experience with 2 purchasing co-operatives or GPOs plus government 

sector 

 

4-5 points — experience with 1 purchasing co-operative or GPO plus government 

sector 

 

2-3 points — experience with government sector only 

 

0-1 points — no experience with purchasing co-operatives, GPOs, or government 

sector 

III Size of Company–10 points 

The extent to which the location of your corporate headquarters, number of years in 
business, average number of full time and part employees and any other relevant 
corporate information will provide value to Kinetic and its members. 

 
The degree of acceptability of the Company to service Kinetic GPO members with respect 
to Company size, number of years in business, overall sales, total number of employees 
in Canada history, location of your corporate headquarters, service facilities, number of 
years in business, average number of full time and part employees, sales representatives, 
and any other relevant corporate information to benefit Kinetic GPO members.  
 

Sales: -5 points 

Average More than $5,000,000 million in sales in previous 5 years – 5 points 

Average Less than $5,000,000 million in sales but more than $3,000,000 previous 5 

years – 3 points 

Average less than $3,000,000 in sales – 0 points 

 

Employees: - 2 points 

Total number of Employees – more than 50 – 2 points 

Total number of Employees – less than 50 but more than 25 – 1 point 

Total number of Employees – less than 25 – 0 points 

 

Associated Office and Service Locations -3 points 

– 1 or more – 3 points 

IV Team Experience – 10 points 

Degree of appropriateness of all key team members, including supervisor/manager, 

agents, and employees relevant experience, education, qualifications, and the % of time 

the Supervisor/Manager is assigned to this contract. 

V  References-10 points 

Where references contacted do not substantiate to an acceptable degree the 

Respondent’s ability to perform the Work, Kinetic, in its sole discretion, reserves the right 

to disqualify the Respondent and move to consider the next highest scoring Respondent. 
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VI Financial Condition -10 points 

 

Where the financial condition of the Respondent does not substantiate to an acceptable 

degree the Respondent’s ability to perform the Work, Kinetic, in its sole discretion, 

reserves the right to disqualify the Respondent and move to consider the next highest 

scoring Respondent. 

VII Service Provision Process-60 points (5 points each item) 

The thoroughness and completeness of process used for : 

• authorized partnerships with cloud providers, cloud services and cloud 
consumption capabilities  

• level of separation the components and data have with other customers.  
• how application releases are implemented, how often they are released and if 

there is an option to opt-out   
• how data would be exported to the Public Agency  
• how the system would integrate with existing systems  
• your notification procedure for any planned or unplanned maintenance  
• your application support  
• data archival and records retention policies  
• web security components and how data is protected  
• customer training plan and process  
• implementation process from beginning of project until completion  
• process for dealing with non-technical users 

VIII Project Support -20 points 

1. Structure of Contract Support — 10 points 

Degree of appropriateness of the organizational chart which clearly defines the 

structure in which this contract will be supported. 

2. Customer Service Support — 10 points 

 

• time Availability of customer support  

• availability of online support 

• process that is used to ensure adequate service representatives will be 
available 

• availability of French or Bilingual customer service support 

IX Performance Capability- 160 Points 
 

1. Suitability and effectiveness for Kinetic to ensure compliance with the contract and 
the pricing submitted such as an annual pricing audit, to confirm that the prices 
charged to the GPO Members are the same prices that were submitted to Kinetic GPO 
in Respondent’s RFSO response, and capacity to provide monthly sales reports - 50 
points 

2. Ease and completeness of the GPO Member onboarding process and plan—50 points 
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3. Thoroughness and suitability of GPO Member problem resolution for complaints, service, or 

billing including escalation process—50 points 

 
4. Quarterly Review – Suitability and thoroughness of process pertaining to a formalized 
quarterly business review with a public agency (such as service performance, cost saving 
opportunities, project activity reports, etc.) – 10 points. 
 
 
X     Quality – 20 points 
 

1. The thoroughness of the firm’s process and methodologies for ensuring product and 
service quality – 10 points 

2. The extent to which product or service guarantees are offered by the Contractor – 10 
points 

XI Value Add- 145 Points. 

1. Suitability of Marketing plan to promote this agreement, with reference to Schedule A 

(Statement of Work), item 20, Sales Commitment – 60 points 

This should include: 

a. An outline schedule. 
b. Roll out time frame. 
c. Respondents estimated dollar value potential for the contract. 

2. Sustainability and Environmental Program- - 50 points 
 
The completeness and degree to which polices, products, distribution, certifications are 
desirable to Kinetic – The suitability and extent of the impact of Sustainable Policies and 
Programs on products, and distribution.  The number and type of certifications- 

The level and number of innovative ways that your organization helps to 

reduce carbon footprint, usage, waste etc. 

 

The completeness of the Supplier Diversity Program and social 

responsibility plan 

 

The number and type of initiatives, environmental activities and 

communication strategies  

3. Technology advancement – detail any technology advancements your company has made 

to better serve the end customer - 5 points. 

 

4. The number and type of additional services offered that will benefit Kinetic and its 

members - 10 points 

 

5. Respondents’ ability to provide additional savings or benefits to Kinetic and its members 

– 10 points  
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6. Capacity of your company to broaden the scope of the contract and keep the product 
offerings current and ensure that latest, standards and technology and related services -
5 points 
 

7. Degree desirability of special programs that company offers that will improve customers’ 
ability to access services, or other innovative strategies that differentiate them from 
competitors -5 points 
 

XII Range of Number of Products and Services- 40 Points 

1.Range of services offered – 10 points 

2.Number of services offered – 10 Points 

 

3.Number of Certifications;  

# programs Contractors certified in – 10 points,  

# of product certifications in 10 points 

 

  2-3 certificates/programs 5 points 

  4 certifications/programs 10 points 

  5 certifications/programs 20 points 

XIII  Pricing- 145 Points 
 
1.Respondents to provide Pricing for Market Basket services offered for each category. 
 
2.If applicable, Electronic Catalog and/or price lists must accompany the proposal. 
Include an electronic copy of the catalog in Excel format from which discount, or fixed 
price, is calculated. Multiple percentage discount structure is also acceptable. Please 
specify where different percentage discounts apply. Additional pricing and/or discounts 
may be included. If Respondent has existing GPO contracts in place, Respondent is 
requested to submit pricing equal to or better than those in place.  
 
3.The “Market Basket” shall include the name of the service, suggested retail pricing, 
total sales of the service sold by the Respondent in 2020, Kinetics’ percentage discount 
and the maximum net prices for each product.  
 
4.The Respondent shall provide a list of all services in its standard published catalogue 
with public prices, minimum percentage discount off list and net prices. 
 
5.A “Market Basket” consisting of a list of all available services within the classes of 
services listed in the RFSO along with pricing shall be submitted by the Respondent. 
Kinetic reserves the right to request clarification of the Market Basket after close of the 
RFSO. 
 
6.The Market Basket shall include the service items by volume time quoted price that are 
currently being offered to public sector customers.  
 
7.For ease of review and evaluation by the evaluation team, the listing shall be 
submitted in an electronic format as per Exhibit E(Market Basket Form.8.Proposed 
prices shall be provided in Canadian funds and shall include all applicable Customs 
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duties, tariffs, overhead, materials, fuel, office support, profit, permits, licences, labour, 
insurance, Workplace Safety Insurance Board costs, travel, and warranties, and further 
shall be subject to adjustment for fluctuation in foreign exchange rates at the time of 
order. 
 
8.Commercial General Liability Insurance to be included in the amount of 5 million 
dollars. Where a GPO member requests insurance over and above the 5 million dollars 
the additional amount requested will be at the sole cost of the GPO member. A 
certificate of Insurance naming the GPO member as additional insured will be provided 
upon request. 
 
9.All prices shall be quoted exclusive of applicable taxes, each of which, if applicable, 
should be stated separately. 
 
10.All prices quoted, unless otherwise instructed in this RFSO, shall remain firm for the 
Term of the Master Agreement. 
 
11.In the event of any discrepancy in the prices within a Proposal, the lowest price 
submitted 

 
Products/Pricing 145 Points: 
 
Categories 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 – 12 points each (2 points for each user count breakdown) = 60 points 
total 
Categories 3, 4, and 5 top item randomly selected (20 points each) = 60 points total 
Category 9 – 5 points 
 
The table below illustrates Points for each Market Basket item that is selected by Kinetic to form 
the evaluated “Market Basket”.  
 

1. Additional Fees – 20 points 
 

• 20 points – No additional fees including but not limited to, minimum 
orders, credit card fees, administrative fees,  

• 15 points additional, additional fees including but not limited to credit card 
fees, administrative fees, minimum orders $1000.00 and less  

• 5 points, some but not all additional fees including but not limited to credit 
card fees, administrative fees, minimum orders $5000.00 and less. 

• 0 points additional fees regardless of size of order 
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Rated Requirements 
Points 

per 
Section 

Section 
% of 
Total 

Points 
breakdown 

General Company Background Experience 60 12%   

Location of Supplier     10 

Experience     10 

Size of Company -Sales, # employees, # office Locations     10 

Team Experience     10 

References     10 

Financial     10 

Service Provisions Process 60 12%   

Authorized partnerships with cloud providers, cloud services and cloud 
consumption capabilities  

    5 

 Level of separation the components and data have with other 
customers.  

    5 

 How application releases are implemented, how often they are 
released and if there is an option to opt-out   

    5 

 How data would be exported to the Public Agency      5 

How the system would integrate with existing systems      5 

 Your notification procedure for any planned or unplanned 
maintenance  

    5 

 Your application support      5 

Data archival and records retention policies      5 

Web security components and how data is protected      5 

Customer training plan and process      5 

Implementation process from beginning of project until completion      5 

Process for non technical people     5 

Project Support (Structure of Contract Suppor-10 points, + Customer 
Service- 10 points) 

20  4% 20 

Performance Capability 160 31%   

Pricing Verification Audits and Capability to provide Monthly Reporting     50 

Onboarding Process     50 

Problem Resolution     50 

Quarterly Review     10 

Quality 20 4%   

Process For Ensuring Product and Service Quality     10 

Warranties and Services Guarantees     10 

Value Add 145 29%   

Marketing Plan     60 

Sustainability and Environmental Programs     50 
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Technology Advancements     5 

Number and Type of Additional Services Offered     10 

Additional Savings     10 

Capacity to Broaden Scope     5 

Special Programs     5 

Products and Services 40 8%   

Range of Products and Services offered     10 

Number of Products and Services offered     10 

Environmental Certifications/Programs Certified In     20 

Total Points for Related Requirements 505 100.00%   

Respondents should set out the information that is listed in the order in which it will be evaluated 
as set out below. Respondents are encouraged to provide as much detail as possible to maximize 
points and allow Kinetic to evaluate their Proposals. 

Financial Evaluation – Pricing 145 points (125 points Market Basket + 20 points Additional 

Charges) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Each Market Basket Item will be evaluated and scored using a relative formula (i.e., by dividing 
that supplier’s total price for the category into the lowest price bid for the category) for each 
categories 1 – 8... 

The table below illustrates how points will be calculated for proposed prices for each Market Basket 
item that is selected by Kinetic to form the evaluated “Market Basket”. 

 
 
 Example of pricing for common item  

 

 

 

 
Proposed Prices 

  
Calculation 

  
Resulting Multiplier 

 

 

 

 

If Respondent A proposes the lowest 
price of $1.00 that Respondent will 
receive 100% of the possible points  

$1.00 ÷ $1.00 x 
100% 

  
1 

 

Rated Requirements Components 
Points 

Breakdown % of total 

Pricing     

  
Market basket – see item III above for 
breakdown  86% 

  125  

 
Additional credit card fees administrative 
fees, minimum orders  20 14% 

Total Points for Rated Requirements 145 100.0% 
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If Respondent Q bids the second lowest 
price of $1.25, they will receive 80% of 
the possible points  

$1.00 ÷ $1.25 x 
80% 

  
.64 

 

 

 

 

If Respondent J bids the third lowest 
price of $2.00, they will receive 50% of 
the possible points  

$1.00 ÷ $2.00 X 
50% 

  
.25 

 

The resulting financial evaluation scores for all Market Basket items and Additional Charges will 
be totalled for each Respondent and added to the total technical score to determine a total overall 
score. 
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EXHIBIT D – REFERENCE FORM 
 
Each Respondent is required to provide three (3) references (Government Purchasing Organization (GPO), Shared 
Services Group or Government Cooperative Purchasing Group) for which the Respondent has provided the same or 
similar Deliverables within the past five (5) years. 
 
Kinetic, in its sole discretion, may confirm the Respondent’s experience and or ability to provide the Deliverables 
required and described in its Proposal by checking the Respondent’s references, and the provision of the references 
by the Respondent is deemed to be consent to such confirmation/contact with the references. 
 
Kinetic reserves the right to revisit the Respondent’s scores in the rated requirements based on information learned 
during reference checks, should they reveal that there is inconsistency between the Respondent’s answers to the rated 
requirements and the results of the reference check. 
 
Kinetic may check references other than those provided by the Respondent. 
 

    Reference #1 
     

 Company name:    
     

 Company address:    
     

 Contact name:    
     

 Contact telephone number:    
     

 Contact email address:    
     

 Date work undertaken:  From: To: 

 
Nature of services & total yearly 
value of the service:    

     

 
  Reference #2 
   

Company name:   
   

Company address:   
   

Contact name:   
   

Contact telephone number:   
   

Contact email address:   
   

Date work undertaken: From: To: 
Nature of services total yearly value 
of the service:   

   

 

    Reference #3 
 

     
 

 Company name:    
 

     
 

 Company address:    
 

     
 

 Contact name:    
 

     
 

 Contact telephone number:    
 

     
 

 Contact email address:    
 

     
 

 Date work undertaken:  From: To: 
 

 

Nature of services total yearly value 
of the service: 

    

    
 

     
  



Dealer/Distribution Network Information

Dealer/Distributor Name Contact Name
Exclusive 

Relationship          
Yes / No

Exhibit G RFSO 21-13 Learning Management Software Systems

        Please identify your potential market share nationally for Learning Managem          



% of 
Dealer/Distributor 

Sales with Your 
Products

                 ment Software Systemss in dollars or as a percentage ___________________
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Addendum # 1 - RFSO 21-13 Learning Management System Software  

Posted:  January 19th 2022 

The following questions have been received with the responses noted below. All 

information provided is considered to be part of RFSO 21-13 and deemed to be 

included in your response. 

Question #1: 

Exhibit E requests pricing information for systems meant for use by k-12, higher 

education, as well as corporate users. Can Kinetic GPO please clarify if they are 

requiring a vendor that can provide a solution suited for each of those demographics? 

Are vendors allowed to respond to one portion but abstain from the others (e.g., submit 

a proposal for a solution that does corporate, but that does not have the desired 

capabilities for the K-12/post-secondary demographics)? 

Response: 

Although we are looking for a full-service provider, partial submissions will be 

considered. 

Question #2: 

Proposal Doc page 8, 1.5.3: “Documents are not to be embedded within uploaded files 
or hyperlinks, as they will not be looked at or evaluated.  Can we embed pictures? 
 
Response: 

No.  Hyperlinks of any type will not be reviewed. 
 
Question #3: 
 
Proposal Doc page 25, paragraph 12:  The line seems to be incomplete.  Request to 
clarify. 
 
Response: 

The RFSO, paragraph 12 currently reads: 
 
In the event of any discrepancy in the prices within a Proposal, the lowest price submitted 

Amended to read: 

In the event of any discrepancy in the prices within a Proposal, the lowest price submitted 

will take precedent. 
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Question #4: 

Exhibit C, page 3, V: “minimum of 3 customer references relevant to the size and scope 
of products being provided to clients who have obtained services similar to those 
requested in this RFSO from the supplier in the last 3 years”.  Exhibit D says 5 
years.  Which number of years do they want? 3 or 5? 
 
Response: 
Exhibit C, page 3, V 
 
Currently reads: 
 
“Minimum of 3 customer references relevant to the size and scope of products being 
provided to clients who have obtained services similar to those requested in this RFSO 
from the supplier in the last 3 years” 
 
Amended to read: 
 
Exhibit C, page 3, V: “minimum of 3 customer references relevant to the size and scope 
of products being provided to clients who have obtained services similar to those 
requested in this RFSO from the supplier in the last 5 years”. 
 
Question #5: 
 
Proposal section VII Service Provision Process has 11 items where the Evaluation 
section has an additional item stating each one is worth 5 points.  If going off the 
proposal section, it adds to 55 points versus the evaluation (with additional item) at 60 
points.  Can they confirm whether “process for dealing with non-technical users” should 
be included to accumulate to 60 points? 
  
Response: 
 
Exhibit C, page 3, Item 7 the following is added: 

• process for dealing with non-technical users 

Question #6: 

Is the RFP an LMS System that includes or does not include content?  
 
Response: 

Our intent is to have a solution provider who will provide a platform which is 
customizable as each member will have specific curriculum that they will want to teach.  
We are willing to review any and all responses however, there will need to be some 
customization available to the members. 
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Question #7: 
 
How many confirmed members will leverage this buying agreement? 

Response: 

This opportunity will be offered to all Kinetic members once a contract has been entered 
into.  At this time, we do not know how many members will decide to participate. 

Question #8: 

Can we receive a member list? 

Response: 

Exhibit F is a list of broader public sector entities who would be eligible to take part in 
our programs but not necessarily all are actually members.  A current membership list 
will be provided to the successful proponents.  

Question #9: 
 
Will this be a sole source award? 

Response: 

At this time, we do not know if there will be one award or more than one.  It depends on 
the type and number of submissions received that achieve the minimum 70% technical 
score. 

Question #10: 

Each Master Agreement shall be for a term of three (3) years plus two (2) optional years.” 
- page 4   

Can prices be adjusted to reflect the market value before starting the 2 optional years?  

Response: 

Exhibit E of the RFSO reads as follows: 
Increases during first 12 months of Master Agreement (COVID-19 Pandemic Exception) 
 
“Prices must not increase in the first twelve months of the Master Agreement, subject to 
a time-limited exception to account for the supply chain disruptions currently being 
experienced worldwide as a result of the COVID 19 pandemic.    Suppliers wishing to 
increase their pricing in the first year must provide evidence reasonably satisfactory to 
Kinetic that the price increases: (a) are caused by the global supply chain disruptions; (b) 
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could not reasonably have been foreseen at the time of Proposal submission and (c) 
represents the direct incremental cost to Supplier, net of Supplier profit and overhead.”   
 
OPTION 1 – Allowable Price Adjustments - Services 
 
Except as set out above, prices quoted in Respondents’ Financial Proposal shall be fixed 
for the first twelve months of the Master Agreement (the “Contract Year”).  Thereafter, 
prices may be increased once every Contract Year (including renewal years) by up to the 
Canadian Consumer Price Index Yearly Inflation Rate as reported in the last month of the 
previous Contract Year. 
 

OPTION 2 – Allowable Price Adjustments - Commodity 

Except as set out above, prices quoted in Respondents’ Financial Proposal shall be fixed 
for the first twelve months of the Master Agreement (the “Contract Year”).  Thereafter, 
prices may be adjusted once every Contract Year with supporting justification for the price 
increase, which may include evidence that original manufacturer’s prices have been 
increased. 

Question #11: 

“Kinetic will actively promote and market Supplier’s offering as part of Kinetics’ 
promotional activities among its existing and future GPO Members across Canada.” - 
page 6  

What are some specific examples of Kinetic promotional activities? How many can be 
expected to directly promote our product?  

Response: 
Kinetic actively promotes and markets the offering through various activities.  Some 
examples include but not limited to attending conferences, press releases, promotional 
events, specialize promotional flyers, white papers, print media, etc.”. 

Question #12: 

 “In 2019 alone, Kinetic attended 27 conferences, 10+ supplier kick off meetings, 10+ 
National Training / Webinar calls and 3+ connect events.” - page 6  

Can we have a full list of these events?  

Response: 
If awarded Kinetic would share and review the full list with the award supplier to look for 
any other opportunities.   
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Question #13:   
EXHIBIT A RFSO 21-13 Statement of Work 
 4 - Description of Core Services: Could you define the needed functionalities for 
Extended Enterprise, Content Authoring and Social Learning?  
 
Response: 
 
Exhibit A, SOW is meant to be general in nature.  Bidders are requested to describe their 
functionalities in each of the areas. 
 
Question #14: 
  
“The solution should be able to capture and enter validation of diverse learning 
experiences without requiring centralized entry of this information - e.g., post 
secondary education, certifications, conference attendance, external training”  
Who should capture this information, a platform administrator, a supervisor, the 
learner/user himself?  

 
Response: 
 
Please see the response to question #13 above. 
 
Question #15: 
  
Integrations with Existing Systems and Applications: Can you provide a list of existing 
systems in place? Are there other systems to consider?  
 
Response: 
 
See question #13 above.  In addition, as we have no way of knowing which members will 
participate in this contract.  We therefore, also have no way of knowing what systems 
they have in place.  Please provide some details as to which systems your application 
does integrate with. 
 
Question #16: 

For the required monthly sales reports, do those reports only refer to sales made to Kinetic 
GPO members, or do those reports need to include general sales to outside customers?  
 
Response: 

The sales reports are to be only for sales made to Kinetic GPO members. 
 
Question #17 
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For each learning module, will you be providing a course outline (# of chapters, # of 

quizzes, etc.) or any other guidelines for content besides the 3 module names and 

length? 

Response: 

Please see the response to question’s #6 and #13. 
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FORM 1 – MANDATORY SUBMISSION FORM 

1. Respondent Information 

Please fill out the following form, naming one person to be the Respondent’s contact for the 
RFSO process and for any clarifications or communication that might be necessary. 

Full Legal Name of Respondent:  

Any Other Relevant Name under which 
Respondent Carries on Business: 

 

Street Address:  

City, Province/State:  

Postal Code:  

Phone Number:  

Company Website (if any):  

Respondent Contact  
Name and Title:  

 

Respondent Contact Phone:  

Respondent Contact Email:  
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2. Product Availability 

Indicate any and/or all provinces and territories where products can be offered.  

☐ Provinces / Territories (Selecting this box is equal to checking all boxes below)  

Alberta ☐  

British Columbia ☐  

Manitoba ☐  

New Brunswick ☐  

Newfoundland ☐  

Northwest Territories ☐  

Nova Scotia ☐ 

Nunavut ☐ 

Ontario ☐  

Prince Edward Island ☐  

Quebec ☐  

Saskatchewan ☐  

Yukon ☐  

Outline your distribution zones or coverage areas with delivery service levels for each of 
the provinces/Territories that you will be servicing.  

3.  Acknowledgment of Non-Binding Procurement Process 

The Respondent acknowledges that the RFSO process will be governed by the terms and 

conditions of the RFSO, and that, among other things, such terms and conditions confirm that this 

procurement process does not constitute a formal, legally binding bidding process (and for greater 

certainty, does not give rise to a Contract A bidding process contract), and that no legal 

relationship or obligation will be created between Kinetic and the Respondent unless and until 

Kinetic and the Respondent execute a Master Agreement.   

 

4. Ability to Provide Deliverables 

The Respondent has carefully examined the RFSO documents and has a clear and 

comprehensive knowledge of the Deliverables required. The Respondent represents and 

warrants its ability to provide the Deliverables in accordance with the requirements of the RFSO. 

The Respondent acknowledges that any inaccurate, misleading or incomplete information could 

adversely impact the acceptance of its Proposal or its eligibility for future work.   
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 5.  Addenda 

The Respondent has examined the RFSO package (including all documents and any attachments 
and appendices thereto) and Addenda as listed hereunder, and the Respondent is fully informed 
as to the nature of the work and conditions for its performance. 

The Respondent has received the following addendums as listed below.  (If addendum(s) were 
not received, leave blank.)   

Addendum No.      Dated 

No. 01 ______________________________________________________________________  

No. 02 ______________________________________________________________________ 

No. 03 ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. No Prohibited Conduct 

The Respondent declares that it has not engaged in any conduct prohibited by this RFSO.   

 

7. Conflict of Interest 

Respondents must declare all potential Conflicts of Interest, as defined in this document. If the 
box below is left blank, the Respondent will be deemed to declare that (a) there was no Conflict 
of Interest in preparing its Proposal; and (b) there is no foreseeable Conflict of Interest in 
performing the contractual obligations contemplated in the RFSO.   

Otherwise, if the statement below applies, check the box.  

☐ The Respondent declares that there is an actual or potential Conflict of Interest relating to 

the preparation of its Proposal, and/or the Respondent foresees an actual or potential 
Conflict of Interest in performing the contractual obligations contemplated in the RFSO.  

If the Respondent declares an actual or potential Conflict of Interest by marking the box above, 
the Respondent must set out below details of the actual or potential Conflict of Interest:  
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8. Disclosure of Information  

The Respondent hereby agrees that any information provided in this Proposal, even if it is 
identified as being supplied in confidence, may be disclosed where required by law or by order of 
a court or tribunal. The Respondent hereby consents to the disclosure, on a confidential basis, of 
this Proposal by Kinetic to representatives from any GPO Members and to the advisers retained 
by Kinetic to advise or assist with the RFSO process, including with respect to the evaluation this 
Proposal.   

 

 
 

  

Signature of Witness 
 

 Signature of Respondent Representative 
 
 

Name of Witness  Name of Respondent Representative 
 

   

  Title of Respondent Representative 
 

   

  Date 
   

  Authorized Corporate Signature. 
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